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ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT 
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE, DEPOSE, 

DETHRONE AND RESTRICT CONTINUOS 
UNJUST ACTIONS SINCE THE 1950'S

 1. Cooperation with a con scheme to adempt the king, ruler and God.  
Going as far as using preternatural to cover up and indulge in unjust actions.
 2. Intentional ly and ingeniously implementing laws, acts, status policies, 
rules, procedures, processes etc.  This was proven with the Regency Act of 
1937 which was created intentionally when the queen found a true royal or 
God who had hundreds of trillions on the islands with uncle, father and good 
friends.
The queen denied their dying wishes for the young ruler, the only proven 
living God to receive his land and other royal and business dealings.  The 
queen, using feigned ignorance to cover up facts, moving books and 
documents from the ruler's house where the queen's father and uncle came 
as visitors for the purpose of studying.
Due to the sneaky, secretive nature of the previous women and men in the 
British Monarch, King George V1 and brother kept the young rulers powers 
a secret.  With the queen not of proper age to understand world dealings or 
power sources, she was young and sheltered to facts like most royals or 
celebrity kids and did what she wanted for 50 years; marking 20 government 
shut downs and an obscene poverty rate with no one overlooking monarch 
duties, leaving God in no good feeling to leave the monarch open.
3. Deviating from its original purpose.
4. Misappropriating "my" funding and currencies.

DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF 
MONARCH
 According to the dictionary it is a form of government and politics. 
 The proper purpose of government is as the founding fathers recognized, to 
protect people's inalienable rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness.  The rule of law requires that people should be governed by 
accepted rules rather than by the arbitrary decisions of rulers.  These rules 
should be general and abstract, known and certain, and apply equally to all 
individuals. 
Constitutional governments are based on a previous commitment to freedom 
under the rule of law.  The essential attribute of constitutionalism is a legal 
limitation on government.  Under constitutionalism, rulers are not above the 
law, government power is divided with laws enacted by one body and 
administered by another, and an independent judiciary exists to ensure laws 
are administered objectively.  An efficient and effective constitution allows 
government to function to protect the lives and liberties of citizens without 
violating the rights of some to provide gains to others.  

LEGAL & KNOWLEDGABLE PURPOSE OF 
POLITICS 
- To enable the members of society to collectively achieve important human 
goals, safety, order and welfare of all.

 DEFINITON OF POLITICKING 
- To talk or politick about topics, no change or resolution required. 
- In the Urban Dictionary of Politics it is used in slang or Ebonics as polling, 
chilling, relaxing.  
British monarch including Harry and William, known since trio was a lad 
may have denied ever meeting ruler or God because of a mummy rap non-
medical procedure which changed the structure of my face in the late 
80s-90s.  Some unintentional, because of the sensitive topic of reincarnation, 
even denying future revelations to be revealed or made public like "dream 
weaver  experiment" sessions which led to my ruler/god biological children , 
family and friends living in poverty stricken neighbourhoods some of whom 
were raped, molested  and encouraged by millionaires and celebrities to get 
jobs as ( strippers and porn stars) to seemingly belittle or dishonour the 
king's family friends and legacy, to give  the appearance of being delusional 
etc.
This was dismissed in Mental Health Court after congress sent a statement 
to intentionally adempt me.  Also situations leading to government  not 
having enough funding for society because they were personally  hiding 
government money with government shut downs, six recessions and great  
depression now under the queen and this bitch still doesn’t at least read the 
paper in the morning.
With backing from corrupt Obama's administration whose main agenda was 
to kiss ass for eight years, promising change, living with excuse like, (he 
inherited someone else's problems), illegally  covering up lawsuits by rulers.  
That proved that financing is in the government and  to place one million 
dollars in the hand of the poor was too much caring, change for this coward 
black man for the poor who end up with 40 million dollars after coming in 
the White House with seven hundred , then the policies in the form of a bill 
for him to sign change in the internet to even check old celebrities' worth, 
then detoured the secret service on the block of my job when he was 
supposed to go to court to see the lawsuit, but I am delusional.
American Press is worried about the queen's husband who wants a little 
freedom from wickedness of what Americans think.  A king claiming to 
know kings and queens knows only self proclaimed kings like P. Diddy and 
Jayz, Barack Obama, Kimora Lee Simmons secretly observed by military 
with operations similar to Illuminati operating secretly in cahoots to 
intentionally adempt with acts of greed and hatred with criminal offenses as 
far as trafficking children.  Using preternatural  acts learnt from books they 
never reported moving when entrapping ruler was mentally ill in 2010.

They start by using star power or their celebrity to mislead commoners and 
paupers who were also poverty stricken to get to rulers property through re-
routing finances.  Proven intentionally starting with the excuse "Kevin is 
somebody's son, we know his mother or he did this before or he is a liar.  He 
presented fraudulent, perjured birth certificate after a case # 101396 in civil 
court 2018."  It was proven that Kevin was not born at the hospital.  The 
physician agreed she lied to meet celebrities also another proof was that 
previous court records were removed, some intentionally by secret society 
which used ingenious and fiend ignorance to avoid litigation which left 
judges and law enforcement not looking at proof or totality of the 
circumstances. 

King Ruler God 1900th century 
Records of God
 On record living through reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his 
island Belfour Salt Cay, changing his appearance around the end of 
1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said that people impersonating 
his family tried to kill him.  Some claim he was swallowed by a whale or 
fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged.  Later it was 
learned the criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory 
loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate 
supernatural power.  
At times the young Ruler would be attacked by criminal enterprise and left 
not even remembering how to read or write.  Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950s after criminal enterprise was caught 
stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances was caught selling 
drugs under his name and using his body unbelievable to American police 
and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd's wealth.  
Many adempt attempts and supernatural power, also demonic disowned son 
Shareefe Gilyard and mother.  She and some of the Elam family are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes.  The local police of 
Salt Cay helped prove memory loss with bank account he forgot about 
thinking he was poor but had billions of dollars in accounts in the house.
 Found around 1954-55 out his body as a lost soul the king made the body 
he is in now holding the same body since the 1950s.  Kevin , his name in the 
American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids, family and 
friends holding many names like Sha or Shy Stubbs given to him by a 
family on the island who let him board with them for a little while after a 
demotion .  Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is 
Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a 
version of the Bible with the deed to the world in it.  Albert was a change of 
race for the young ruler, he first naturally changed with a soap that can 
change or lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done 
with my power source and cosmetology.  The change was just my way of 
saying black and white are the same "people" because of the conflict of 
slavery.  Until the 1960's I had white families who took me in like those in 
Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.  
Rick Rubin, the young Gods first business partner,  the cofounder of Def 
Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label .  Rubin 
mentor /consultant to America who started  a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop",  Albert was the body he did a lot of business in at the beginning of 
"Hip Hop" .  Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states 
because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts of hate,  jealousy of 
wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due 
process,  but the money ,knowledge ,work ethic ,writing  and documents 
proved everything to Mr. Rubin.  It was the only way I could prove it after a 
previous ademption and stolen documents.  
Russell Simmons cooperated with a scheme to cover up history and ancient 
facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological 
daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler .  He misled 
the world with fake or staged news reports and photo ops claiming that's his 
daughter leading to him being framed and caught in his current rape scandal 
that was investigated and was found  that Kimora has an  astral body and has 
been caught before in Russell's body .  NYPD, 73pct,69pct,Flatbush pct. and  
Federal system covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of 
Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her celebrity status to frame and entrap the 
innocent,  acting concerned but have other motives.  A lying or misleading 
informant leading to Russell Simmons' current character assassination 
because he lied and said facts were untrue and preternatural can't happen or 
reincarnation is a myth, not mythologically going along with Kimora and 
the  criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he 
had to kick up  much money and wanted out, they publicly assassinated  his 
character and set him up to extortion sometimes they keep him silent  with 
threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as preternatural rape . 
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author "Mr 50million" in just 
3days and Nas, said Hip Hop dead, Lol !  (Luv ya Nasir) was used after 
1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States 
and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his small island .  His currency 
in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been 
misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges .  With no 
resolution politically or from federal system ,not even a thought process for 
governments whose sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for  
better care and upholding the rights of its citizens.  These institutions have 
strayed from their original purpose . 
Bringing the military to conduct a military review before a guaranteed 
economical infusing to the hand of the homeless, poverty stricken , poor and 
deprived.

P.S.A VIDEO COVERAGE OF "AUTOKRATOR" 
POLITICAL ,POVERTY REVIEW.
https://youtu.be/C37gHJ06hw4

Sincerely yours,

R. KEVIN LEE

JAN 21,2019

                 

OLD REP.S AND TESTING PHYSHICIANS 

KEVIN KEVIN G LEE , KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases)

.LIST OF REFERENCES AND PROOF OF PROVING REINCARNATION SINCE 1984 IN US NOW DISCOVERING SOME OF 
MY BIOLOGICAL KIDS WERE INTENTIONAL MISLEAD LYED TO BY PEOPLE IMPERSONATING MY FAMILY . ALSO 
SENSITIVE CASE OF REINCARNATION IN SINCE THE 30'S HAS SOME  PEOPLE BAFFLED MILLENNIAL AND 80'S 
GENERATION ALSO HAVE BEEN LIED TO ABOUT FACT OF REINCARNATION AND CHANGES TO FACIAL STRUCTURE 
PROBABLY 

ADDRESS HE LIVED AT : When the event described in this affidavit took place my address was (since 1984) BEDFORD AVE BK,NY, 42ND ST 
BETWEEN CHURCH AND LINDEN BK NY, 650 MACON BK NY ,628 OSBORN ST BK , NY, 1560 EAST 102 ST BK ,NY , 1331 REMSEN AVE BK , NY ,948 
EAST 85 ST BROOKLYN , NY 125 lenox road bk ny (Before 1984) Turks & Caicos Islands Bel-four Salt cay. (Deprived ,adempt lived in NY shelters) 2402 
ATLANTIC AVE , RWA (BUSH-WICK), 168TH ST NY, NY (Suppressed ,stigmatized ,diagnosed to entrap , living beneath his means sensitive case of 
reincarnation cover up & ignored etc at) KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL , BROOK-DALE HOSPITAL , WOOD HULL HOSPITAL. Residence I lived in 50 nevin st bk 
ny 11217 2nd fl. & 402

References for proof of Reincarnation , Wealth , Military , Historic status
as factual only living God. Please Remind and be clear with all references or reps that your referring to the adempt 
LLOYD, GOD, RULER, Kev or Sha (use address above to
verify the correct Sha or LLoyd), This historic figure family friends ,reps, business associates has been attacked by 
scams ,cons,schemes in all manners. Some references have not been contacted in decades preventatives measures 
taken because of dangerous severity's granted by local police and federal authorities covering up, ignoring, cases & 
reports on preternatural, inherent ,astral body ,secret scientific material now ending mission on preternaturalism by 
Ruler all reps and references await D-Day.

Rulers Legalist & Rep.
Military mentor , Verify Reincarnation & historic figure statusGen. Colin Powell 703-847-6992 
Turks & Caicos Customs  649-231-0092 (Agent and biological cousin) 
Entertainment INVESTMENT Manager Film & TV 310-656-6100 James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc) 
718-612-6109 Fred Coscia (Bo Dididly & Chuck Berry Drummer)
Reincarnation Examiners  Seaview ave 102 st bk ny Doctor Miller (Moved to manhattan 90's did x-ray,cat scan and mri 
other bone test and organ age test) 
James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc)
Dental Examiner Broadway Near Canal Ny NY 
Scientific Proof Medical Scientist Doctor Hirsh (Help explain how spirit hopping (astral or inherent & reincarnation is 
fact scientifically medically to police and judges etc. in court & creating testing on preternatural)
Desk Officer P.O. Long (She holds Drivers License & Documents she remembers as rich kid from bayview lying family 
from tc) 69th precinct bk , NYI
THE COCHRAN FIRMLawyer Jonny Cochran (He represented me for several years)

GENERAL REFERENCE,EXAMINERS
TURKS & CAICOS SALT CAY CLINIC : Tci Police 1(649)338-5901 ABRUBT TESTING FOUND SUSPICIOUS CHEMICALS 
IN A CHILD SYSTEM SIMILAR TO TRANQUILIZER WHO ALSO HAD MANY ABNORMAL OR ADULT ORGANS AND BODY 
PARTS WHEN ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL VANISHED FROM THE HOME THE SAME DAY.

"Fallen" Feature Movie starring "Denzel Washington" : True story's , reports and cases from Royal Commission 
Executioner's preternatural ,inherent missions explained to a generation in disbelief but exceptive because they were 
personally effected by preternaturalism in poverty stricken neighborhoods heavily from the 50's -1991.

"Down to Earth"Feature movie starring "Chris Rock" : A comedic approach bringing closure or understanding on what 
happens to any one forced out their body (outer body experience). A real experience for some celebrity Kimora Lee 
Simmons has been perviously been caught tricking or black mailing people out their body targeting drug 
addicted,homeless shelters, disenfranchised and vulnerable similar to 1980 reports that she even made people sign 
documents to sell their soul . This movie explains astral body and inherent to generations to come.

FACTS,  LAWS ,REFERENCES ON CASE
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the 
supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even by God ... 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.

Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism
https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of 
church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of 
royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his 
right to rule directly from the will of God.

meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", 
beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs only to God.

By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity 
comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician … may perform 
many acts in ways above our knowledge, though not transcending our natural power."

Paranormal:

“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural”

“claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception”

“beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; extrasensory”

“not scientifically explainable; supernatural”

“defies science; against reality”

Supernatural:

“not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material”

“attributed to a power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces”

“attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil”

“preternatural”

“attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings”

“an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; related to the realm of the unexplained”

Preternatural:

“surpassing the ordinary or normal”

“extraordinary”

“transcending the natural or material order; supernatural”

“existing outside of nature”

“another word for supernatural”

1. GOD - supernatural
2. Vampire – preternatural
3. Ghost – paranormal
4. Zombie – preternatural
5. Werewolf – preternatural
6. The Fey – supernatural
7. Alien – supernatural
8. ShapeShifter – preternatural
9. Poltergeist – paranormal
10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond 

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.

§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material.
    A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material 
when,
  with  intent  to  appropriate  to  himself  or another the use of 
secret
  scientific material, and having no right to  do  so  and  no  
reasonable
  ground  to  believe  that  he  has  such  right,  he  makes  a  
tangible
  reproduction or representation of such  secret  scientific  material  
by
  means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or 
electronically
  reproducing or recording such secret scientific material.
    Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.

Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent
Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.

in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/
adjective

1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.

Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences 
that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence 
and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are 
called astral, etheric, or spiritual.

Astral body - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body
Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, 
composed of a subtle material. The concept ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, 
which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.

Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org
https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after 
death. It is made of prana, or life force.

Astral projection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection
Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that 
assumes the existence of a soul or consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and 
capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Remote Viewing And The Lost Plane In Africa
“Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap existed between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research 
efforts, the CIA sponsored discreet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. 
Over the succeeding twenty-three years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively 
involved in paranormal research and operations involving a process known as remote viewing. 
Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence support, served as part of 
overall military and government organizations’ intelligence collection efforts.” 

According to Carter, “the woman went into a trance and gave some latitude and longitude 
figures. We focused our satellite cameras on that point and the plane was there.”  (source)

According to Paul H. Smith, PhD., and one of the participants in the Stargate project (now a retired 
US army major), gives us more detail from his book that is sourced below:

“In March 1979, a young Air Force enlisted woman names Rosemary Smith was handed a map 
of the entire continent of Africa. She was told only that some-time in the past few days a Soviet 
Tu-22 bomber outfitted as a spy plane had crashed somewhere in the continent.  The United 
States desperately wanted to recover the top secret Russian codes and equipment the Tu-22 
carried. Using their remote viewing skills, she pinpointed the wreckage, even though it had been 
completely swallowed by the jungle canopy into which the jet had plunged nose first. 

Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S. Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, 
by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and SRI International (a California contractor) to investigate the potential 
for psychic phenomena in military and domestic intelligence applications. The Project, and its precursors and sister 
projects, originally went by various code names—GONDOLA WISH, GRILL FLAME, CENTER LANE, SUN STREAK, 
SCANATE—until 1991 when they were consolidated and rechristened as "Stargate Project".
Stargate Project work primarily involved remote viewing, the purported ability to psychically "see" events, sites, or 
information from a great distance.[1] The project was overseen until 1987 by Lt. Frederick Holmes "Skip" Atwater, an 
aide and "psychic headhunter" to Maj. Gen. Albert Stubblebine, and later president of the Monroe Institute.[2] The 
unit was small-scale, comprising about 15 to 20 individuals, and was run out of "an old, leaky wooden barracks".[3]
The Stargate Project was terminated and declassified in 1995 after a CIA report concluded that it was never useful in 
any intelligence operation. Information provided by the program was vague and included irrelevant and erroneous 
data, and there was reason to suspect that its project managers had changed the reports so they would fit 
background cues.[4] The program was featured in the 2004 book and 2009 film entitled The Men Who Stare at 
Goats,[5][6][7][8] although neither mentions it by name.

Major breakthrough as scientists confirm out of body experiences are..
https://www.express.co.uk/.../Huge-breakthrough-as-scientists-confirm-out-of -body-experiences-are-REAL
Aug 24, 2016 ... SCIENTISTS have confirmed that out of body experiences are real after placing study participants in a brain 
scanner and making them think
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ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT 
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE, DEPOSE, 

DETHRONE AND RESTRICT CONTINUOS 
UNJUST ACTIONS SINCE THE 1950'S

 1. Cooperation with a con scheme to adempt the king, ruler and God.  
Going as far as using preternatural to cover up and indulge in unjust actions.
 2. Intentional ly and ingeniously implementing laws, acts, status policies, 
rules, procedures, processes etc.  This was proven with the Regency Act of 
1937 which was created intentionally when the queen found a true royal or 
God who had hundreds of trillions on the islands with uncle, father and good 
friends.
The queen denied their dying wishes for the young ruler, the only proven 
living God to receive his land and other royal and business dealings.  The 
queen, using feigned ignorance to cover up facts, moving books and 
documents from the ruler's house where the queen's father and uncle came 
as visitors for the purpose of studying.
Due to the sneaky, secretive nature of the previous women and men in the 
British Monarch, King George V1 and brother kept the young rulers powers 
a secret.  With the queen not of proper age to understand world dealings or 
power sources, she was young and sheltered to facts like most royals or 
celebrity kids and did what she wanted for 50 years; marking 20 government 
shut downs and an obscene poverty rate with no one overlooking monarch 
duties, leaving God in no good feeling to leave the monarch open.
3. Deviating from its original purpose.
4. Misappropriating "my" funding and currencies.

DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF 
MONARCH
 According to the dictionary it is a form of government and politics. 
 The proper purpose of government is as the founding fathers recognized, to 
protect people's inalienable rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness.  The rule of law requires that people should be governed by 
accepted rules rather than by the arbitrary decisions of rulers.  These rules 
should be general and abstract, known and certain, and apply equally to all 
individuals. 
Constitutional governments are based on a previous commitment to freedom 
under the rule of law.  The essential attribute of constitutionalism is a legal 
limitation on government.  Under constitutionalism, rulers are not above the 
law, government power is divided with laws enacted by one body and 
administered by another, and an independent judiciary exists to ensure laws 
are administered objectively.  An efficient and effective constitution allows 
government to function to protect the lives and liberties of citizens without 
violating the rights of some to provide gains to others.  

LEGAL & KNOWLEDGABLE PURPOSE OF 
POLITICS 
- To enable the members of society to collectively achieve important human 
goals, safety, order and welfare of all.

 DEFINITON OF POLITICKING 
- To talk or politick about topics, no change or resolution required. 
- In the Urban Dictionary of Politics it is used in slang or Ebonics as polling, 
chilling, relaxing.  
British monarch including Harry and William, known since trio was a lad 
may have denied ever meeting ruler or God because of a mummy rap non-
medical procedure which changed the structure of my face in the late 
80s-90s.  Some unintentional, because of the sensitive topic of reincarnation, 
even denying future revelations to be revealed or made public like "dream 
weaver  experiment" sessions which led to my ruler/god biological children , 
family and friends living in poverty stricken neighbourhoods some of whom 
were raped, molested  and encouraged by millionaires and celebrities to get 
jobs as ( strippers and porn stars) to seemingly belittle or dishonour the 
king's family friends and legacy, to give  the appearance of being delusional 
etc.
This was dismissed in Mental Health Court after congress sent a statement 
to intentionally adempt me.  Also situations leading to government  not 
having enough funding for society because they were personally  hiding 
government money with government shut downs, six recessions and great  
depression now under the queen and this bitch still doesn’t at least read the 
paper in the morning.
With backing from corrupt Obama's administration whose main agenda was 
to kiss ass for eight years, promising change, living with excuse like, (he 
inherited someone else's problems), illegally  covering up lawsuits by rulers.  
That proved that financing is in the government and  to place one million 
dollars in the hand of the poor was too much caring, change for this coward 
black man for the poor who end up with 40 million dollars after coming in 
the White House with seven hundred , then the policies in the form of a bill 
for him to sign change in the internet to even check old celebrities' worth, 
then detoured the secret service on the block of my job when he was 
supposed to go to court to see the lawsuit, but I am delusional.
American Press is worried about the queen's husband who wants a little 
freedom from wickedness of what Americans think.  A king claiming to 
know kings and queens knows only self proclaimed kings like P. Diddy and 
Jayz, Barack Obama, Kimora Lee Simmons secretly observed by military 
with operations similar to Illuminati operating secretly in cahoots to 
intentionally adempt with acts of greed and hatred with criminal offenses as 
far as trafficking children.  Using preternatural  acts learnt from books they 
never reported moving when entrapping ruler was mentally ill in 2010.

They start by using star power or their celebrity to mislead commoners and 
paupers who were also poverty stricken to get to rulers property through re-
routing finances.  Proven intentionally starting with the excuse "Kevin is 
somebody's son, we know his mother or he did this before or he is a liar.  He 
presented fraudulent, perjured birth certificate after a case # 101396 in civil 
court 2018."  It was proven that Kevin was not born at the hospital.  The 
physician agreed she lied to meet celebrities also another proof was that 
previous court records were removed, some intentionally by secret society 
which used ingenious and fiend ignorance to avoid litigation which left 
judges and law enforcement not looking at proof or totality of the 
circumstances. 

King Ruler God 1900th century 
Records of God
 On record living through reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his 
island Belfour Salt Cay, changing his appearance around the end of 
1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said that people impersonating 
his family tried to kill him.  Some claim he was swallowed by a whale or 
fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged.  Later it was 
learned the criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory 
loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate 
supernatural power.  
At times the young Ruler would be attacked by criminal enterprise and left 
not even remembering how to read or write.  Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950s after criminal enterprise was caught 
stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances was caught selling 
drugs under his name and using his body unbelievable to American police 
and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd's wealth.  
Many adempt attempts and supernatural power, also demonic disowned son 
Shareefe Gilyard and mother.  She and some of the Elam family are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes.  The local police of 
Salt Cay helped prove memory loss with bank account he forgot about 
thinking he was poor but had billions of dollars in accounts in the house.
 Found around 1954-55 out his body as a lost soul the king made the body 
he is in now holding the same body since the 1950s.  Kevin , his name in the 
American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids, family and 
friends holding many names like Sha or Shy Stubbs given to him by a 
family on the island who let him board with them for a little while after a 
demotion .  Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is 
Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a 
version of the Bible with the deed to the world in it.  Albert was a change of 
race for the young ruler, he first naturally changed with a soap that can 
change or lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done 
with my power source and cosmetology.  The change was just my way of 
saying black and white are the same "people" because of the conflict of 
slavery.  Until the 1960's I had white families who took me in like those in 
Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.  
Rick Rubin, the young Gods first business partner,  the cofounder of Def 
Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label .  Rubin 
mentor /consultant to America who started  a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop",  Albert was the body he did a lot of business in at the beginning of 
"Hip Hop" .  Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states 
because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts of hate,  jealousy of 
wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due 
process,  but the money ,knowledge ,work ethic ,writing  and documents 
proved everything to Mr. Rubin.  It was the only way I could prove it after a 
previous ademption and stolen documents.  
Russell Simmons cooperated with a scheme to cover up history and ancient 
facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological 
daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler .  He misled 
the world with fake or staged news reports and photo ops claiming that's his 
daughter leading to him being framed and caught in his current rape scandal 
that was investigated and was found  that Kimora has an  astral body and has 
been caught before in Russell's body .  NYPD, 73pct,69pct,Flatbush pct. and  
Federal system covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of 
Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her celebrity status to frame and entrap the 
innocent,  acting concerned but have other motives.  A lying or misleading 
informant leading to Russell Simmons' current character assassination 
because he lied and said facts were untrue and preternatural can't happen or 
reincarnation is a myth, not mythologically going along with Kimora and 
the  criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he 
had to kick up  much money and wanted out, they publicly assassinated  his 
character and set him up to extortion sometimes they keep him silent  with 
threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as preternatural rape . 
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author "Mr 50million" in just 
3days and Nas, said Hip Hop dead, Lol !  (Luv ya Nasir) was used after 
1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States 
and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his small island .  His currency 
in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been 
misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges .  With no 
resolution politically or from federal system ,not even a thought process for 
governments whose sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for  
better care and upholding the rights of its citizens.  These institutions have 
strayed from their original purpose . 
Bringing the military to conduct a military review before a guaranteed 
economical infusing to the hand of the homeless, poverty stricken , poor and 
deprived.

P.S.A VIDEO COVERAGE OF "AUTOKRATOR" 
POLITICAL ,POVERTY REVIEW.
https://youtu.be/C37gHJ06hw4

Sincerely yours,

R. KEVIN LEE

JAN 21,2019

                 

OLD REP.S AND TESTING PHYSHICIANS 

KEVIN KEVIN G LEE , KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases)

.LIST OF REFERENCES AND PROOF OF PROVING REINCARNATION SINCE 1984 IN US NOW DISCOVERING SOME OF 
MY BIOLOGICAL KIDS WERE INTENTIONAL MISLEAD LYED TO BY PEOPLE IMPERSONATING MY FAMILY . ALSO 
SENSITIVE CASE OF REINCARNATION IN SINCE THE 30'S HAS SOME  PEOPLE BAFFLED MILLENNIAL AND 80'S 
GENERATION ALSO HAVE BEEN LIED TO ABOUT FACT OF REINCARNATION AND CHANGES TO FACIAL STRUCTURE 
PROBABLY 

ADDRESS HE LIVED AT : When the event described in this affidavit took place my address was (since 1984) BEDFORD AVE BK,NY, 42ND ST 
BETWEEN CHURCH AND LINDEN BK NY, 650 MACON BK NY ,628 OSBORN ST BK , NY, 1560 EAST 102 ST BK ,NY , 1331 REMSEN AVE BK , NY ,948 
EAST 85 ST BROOKLYN , NY 125 lenox road bk ny (Before 1984) Turks & Caicos Islands Bel-four Salt cay. (Deprived ,adempt lived in NY shelters) 2402 
ATLANTIC AVE , RWA (BUSH-WICK), 168TH ST NY, NY (Suppressed ,stigmatized ,diagnosed to entrap , living beneath his means sensitive case of 
reincarnation cover up & ignored etc at) KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL , BROOK-DALE HOSPITAL , WOOD HULL HOSPITAL. Residence I lived in 50 nevin st bk 
ny 11217 2nd fl. & 402

References for proof of Reincarnation , Wealth , Military , Historic status
as factual only living God. Please Remind and be clear with all references or reps that your referring to the adempt 
LLOYD, GOD, RULER, Kev or Sha (use address above to
verify the correct Sha or LLoyd), This historic figure family friends ,reps, business associates has been attacked by 
scams ,cons,schemes in all manners. Some references have not been contacted in decades preventatives measures 
taken because of dangerous severity's granted by local police and federal authorities covering up, ignoring, cases & 
reports on preternatural, inherent ,astral body ,secret scientific material now ending mission on preternaturalism by 
Ruler all reps and references await D-Day.

Rulers Legalist & Rep.
Military mentor , Verify Reincarnation & historic figure statusGen. Colin Powell 703-847-6992 
Turks & Caicos Customs  649-231-0092 (Agent and biological cousin) 
Entertainment INVESTMENT Manager Film & TV 310-656-6100 James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc) 
718-612-6109 Fred Coscia (Bo Dididly & Chuck Berry Drummer)
Reincarnation Examiners  Seaview ave 102 st bk ny Doctor Miller (Moved to manhattan 90's did x-ray,cat scan and mri 
other bone test and organ age test) 
James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc)
Dental Examiner Broadway Near Canal Ny NY 
Scientific Proof Medical Scientist Doctor Hirsh (Help explain how spirit hopping (astral or inherent & reincarnation is 
fact scientifically medically to police and judges etc. in court & creating testing on preternatural)
Desk Officer P.O. Long (She holds Drivers License & Documents she remembers as rich kid from bayview lying family 
from tc) 69th precinct bk , NYI
THE COCHRAN FIRMLawyer Jonny Cochran (He represented me for several years)

GENERAL REFERENCE,EXAMINERS
TURKS & CAICOS SALT CAY CLINIC : Tci Police 1(649)338-5901 ABRUBT TESTING FOUND SUSPICIOUS CHEMICALS 
IN A CHILD SYSTEM SIMILAR TO TRANQUILIZER WHO ALSO HAD MANY ABNORMAL OR ADULT ORGANS AND BODY 
PARTS WHEN ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL VANISHED FROM THE HOME THE SAME DAY.

"Fallen" Feature Movie starring "Denzel Washington" : True story's , reports and cases from Royal Commission 
Executioner's preternatural ,inherent missions explained to a generation in disbelief but exceptive because they were 
personally effected by preternaturalism in poverty stricken neighborhoods heavily from the 50's -1991.

"Down to Earth"Feature movie starring "Chris Rock" : A comedic approach bringing closure or understanding on what 
happens to any one forced out their body (outer body experience). A real experience for some celebrity Kimora Lee 
Simmons has been perviously been caught tricking or black mailing people out their body targeting drug 
addicted,homeless shelters, disenfranchised and vulnerable similar to 1980 reports that she even made people sign 
documents to sell their soul . This movie explains astral body and inherent to generations to come.

FACTS,  LAWS ,REFERENCES ON CASE
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the 
supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even by God ... 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.

Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism
https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of 
church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of 
royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his 
right to rule directly from the will of God.

meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", 
beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs only to God.

By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity 
comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician … may perform 
many acts in ways above our knowledge, though not transcending our natural power."

Paranormal:

“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural”

“claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception”

“beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; extrasensory”

“not scientifically explainable; supernatural”

“defies science; against reality”

Supernatural:

“not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material”

“attributed to a power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces”

“attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil”

“preternatural”

“attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings”

“an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; related to the realm of the unexplained”

Preternatural:

“surpassing the ordinary or normal”

“extraordinary”

“transcending the natural or material order; supernatural”

“existing outside of nature”

“another word for supernatural”

1. GOD - supernatural
2. Vampire – preternatural
3. Ghost – paranormal
4. Zombie – preternatural
5. Werewolf – preternatural
6. The Fey – supernatural
7. Alien – supernatural
8. ShapeShifter – preternatural
9. Poltergeist – paranormal
10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond 

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.

§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material.
    A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material 
when,
  with  intent  to  appropriate  to  himself  or another the use of 
secret
  scientific material, and having no right to  do  so  and  no  
reasonable
  ground  to  believe  that  he  has  such  right,  he  makes  a  
tangible
  reproduction or representation of such  secret  scientific  material  
by
  means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or 
electronically
  reproducing or recording such secret scientific material.
    Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.

Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent
Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.

in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/
adjective

1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.

Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences 
that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence 
and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are 
called astral, etheric, or spiritual.

Astral body - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body
Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, 
composed of a subtle material. The concept ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, 
which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.

Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org
https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after 
death. It is made of prana, or life force.

Astral projection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection
Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that 
assumes the existence of a soul or consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and 
capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Remote Viewing And The Lost Plane In Africa
“Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap existed between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research 
efforts, the CIA sponsored discreet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. 
Over the succeeding twenty-three years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively 
involved in paranormal research and operations involving a process known as remote viewing. 
Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence support, served as part of 
overall military and government organizations’ intelligence collection efforts.” 

According to Carter, “the woman went into a trance and gave some latitude and longitude 
figures. We focused our satellite cameras on that point and the plane was there.”  (source)

According to Paul H. Smith, PhD., and one of the participants in the Stargate project (now a retired 
US army major), gives us more detail from his book that is sourced below:

“In March 1979, a young Air Force enlisted woman names Rosemary Smith was handed a map 
of the entire continent of Africa. She was told only that some-time in the past few days a Soviet 
Tu-22 bomber outfitted as a spy plane had crashed somewhere in the continent.  The United 
States desperately wanted to recover the top secret Russian codes and equipment the Tu-22 
carried. Using their remote viewing skills, she pinpointed the wreckage, even though it had been 
completely swallowed by the jungle canopy into which the jet had plunged nose first. 

Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S. Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, 
by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and SRI International (a California contractor) to investigate the potential 
for psychic phenomena in military and domestic intelligence applications. The Project, and its precursors and sister 
projects, originally went by various code names—GONDOLA WISH, GRILL FLAME, CENTER LANE, SUN STREAK, 
SCANATE—until 1991 when they were consolidated and rechristened as "Stargate Project".
Stargate Project work primarily involved remote viewing, the purported ability to psychically "see" events, sites, or 
information from a great distance.[1] The project was overseen until 1987 by Lt. Frederick Holmes "Skip" Atwater, an 
aide and "psychic headhunter" to Maj. Gen. Albert Stubblebine, and later president of the Monroe Institute.[2] The 
unit was small-scale, comprising about 15 to 20 individuals, and was run out of "an old, leaky wooden barracks".[3]
The Stargate Project was terminated and declassified in 1995 after a CIA report concluded that it was never useful in 
any intelligence operation. Information provided by the program was vague and included irrelevant and erroneous 
data, and there was reason to suspect that its project managers had changed the reports so they would fit 
background cues.[4] The program was featured in the 2004 book and 2009 film entitled The Men Who Stare at 
Goats,[5][6][7][8] although neither mentions it by name.

Major breakthrough as scientists confirm out of body experiences are..
https://www.express.co.uk/.../Huge-breakthrough-as-scientists-confirm-out-of -body-experiences-are-REAL
Aug 24, 2016 ... SCIENTISTS have confirmed that out of body experiences are real after placing study participants in a brain 
scanner and making them think
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ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT 
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE, DEPOSE, 

DETHRONE AND RESTRICT CONTINUOS 
UNJUST ACTIONS SINCE THE 1950'S

 1. Cooperation with a con scheme to adempt the king, ruler and God.  
Going as far as using preternatural to cover up and indulge in unjust actions.
 2. Intentional ly and ingeniously implementing laws, acts, status policies, 
rules, procedures, processes etc.  This was proven with the Regency Act of 
1937 which was created intentionally when the queen found a true royal or 
God who had hundreds of trillions on the islands with uncle, father and good 
friends.
The queen denied their dying wishes for the young ruler, the only proven 
living God to receive his land and other royal and business dealings.  The 
queen, using feigned ignorance to cover up facts, moving books and 
documents from the ruler's house where the queen's father and uncle came 
as visitors for the purpose of studying.
Due to the sneaky, secretive nature of the previous women and men in the 
British Monarch, King George V1 and brother kept the young rulers powers 
a secret.  With the queen not of proper age to understand world dealings or 
power sources, she was young and sheltered to facts like most royals or 
celebrity kids and did what she wanted for 50 years; marking 20 government 
shut downs and an obscene poverty rate with no one overlooking monarch 
duties, leaving God in no good feeling to leave the monarch open.
3. Deviating from its original purpose.
4. Misappropriating "my" funding and currencies.

DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF 
MONARCH
 According to the dictionary it is a form of government and politics. 
 The proper purpose of government is as the founding fathers recognized, to 
protect people's inalienable rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness.  The rule of law requires that people should be governed by 
accepted rules rather than by the arbitrary decisions of rulers.  These rules 
should be general and abstract, known and certain, and apply equally to all 
individuals. 
Constitutional governments are based on a previous commitment to freedom 
under the rule of law.  The essential attribute of constitutionalism is a legal 
limitation on government.  Under constitutionalism, rulers are not above the 
law, government power is divided with laws enacted by one body and 
administered by another, and an independent judiciary exists to ensure laws 
are administered objectively.  An efficient and effective constitution allows 
government to function to protect the lives and liberties of citizens without 
violating the rights of some to provide gains to others.  

LEGAL & KNOWLEDGABLE PURPOSE OF 
POLITICS 
- To enable the members of society to collectively achieve important human 
goals, safety, order and welfare of all.

 DEFINITON OF POLITICKING 
- To talk or politick about topics, no change or resolution required. 
- In the Urban Dictionary of Politics it is used in slang or Ebonics as polling, 
chilling, relaxing.  
British monarch including Harry and William, known since trio was a lad 
may have denied ever meeting ruler or God because of a mummy rap non-
medical procedure which changed the structure of my face in the late 
80s-90s.  Some unintentional, because of the sensitive topic of reincarnation, 
even denying future revelations to be revealed or made public like "dream 
weaver  experiment" sessions which led to my ruler/god biological children , 
family and friends living in poverty stricken neighbourhoods some of whom 
were raped, molested  and encouraged by millionaires and celebrities to get 
jobs as ( strippers and porn stars) to seemingly belittle or dishonour the 
king's family friends and legacy, to give  the appearance of being delusional 
etc.
This was dismissed in Mental Health Court after congress sent a statement 
to intentionally adempt me.  Also situations leading to government  not 
having enough funding for society because they were personally  hiding 
government money with government shut downs, six recessions and great  
depression now under the queen and this bitch still doesn’t at least read the 
paper in the morning.
With backing from corrupt Obama's administration whose main agenda was 
to kiss ass for eight years, promising change, living with excuse like, (he 
inherited someone else's problems), illegally  covering up lawsuits by rulers.  
That proved that financing is in the government and  to place one million 
dollars in the hand of the poor was too much caring, change for this coward 
black man for the poor who end up with 40 million dollars after coming in 
the White House with seven hundred , then the policies in the form of a bill 
for him to sign change in the internet to even check old celebrities' worth, 
then detoured the secret service on the block of my job when he was 
supposed to go to court to see the lawsuit, but I am delusional.
American Press is worried about the queen's husband who wants a little 
freedom from wickedness of what Americans think.  A king claiming to 
know kings and queens knows only self proclaimed kings like P. Diddy and 
Jayz, Barack Obama, Kimora Lee Simmons secretly observed by military 
with operations similar to Illuminati operating secretly in cahoots to 
intentionally adempt with acts of greed and hatred with criminal offenses as 
far as trafficking children.  Using preternatural  acts learnt from books they 
never reported moving when entrapping ruler was mentally ill in 2010.

They start by using star power or their celebrity to mislead commoners and 
paupers who were also poverty stricken to get to rulers property through re-
routing finances.  Proven intentionally starting with the excuse "Kevin is 
somebody's son, we know his mother or he did this before or he is a liar.  He 
presented fraudulent, perjured birth certificate after a case # 101396 in civil 
court 2018."  It was proven that Kevin was not born at the hospital.  The 
physician agreed she lied to meet celebrities also another proof was that 
previous court records were removed, some intentionally by secret society 
which used ingenious and fiend ignorance to avoid litigation which left 
judges and law enforcement not looking at proof or totality of the 
circumstances. 

King Ruler God 1900th century 
Records of God
 On record living through reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his 
island Belfour Salt Cay, changing his appearance around the end of 
1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said that people impersonating 
his family tried to kill him.  Some claim he was swallowed by a whale or 
fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged.  Later it was 
learned the criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory 
loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate 
supernatural power.  
At times the young Ruler would be attacked by criminal enterprise and left 
not even remembering how to read or write.  Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950s after criminal enterprise was caught 
stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances was caught selling 
drugs under his name and using his body unbelievable to American police 
and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd's wealth.  
Many adempt attempts and supernatural power, also demonic disowned son 
Shareefe Gilyard and mother.  She and some of the Elam family are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes.  The local police of 
Salt Cay helped prove memory loss with bank account he forgot about 
thinking he was poor but had billions of dollars in accounts in the house.
 Found around 1954-55 out his body as a lost soul the king made the body 
he is in now holding the same body since the 1950s.  Kevin , his name in the 
American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids, family and 
friends holding many names like Sha or Shy Stubbs given to him by a 
family on the island who let him board with them for a little while after a 
demotion .  Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is 
Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a 
version of the Bible with the deed to the world in it.  Albert was a change of 
race for the young ruler, he first naturally changed with a soap that can 
change or lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done 
with my power source and cosmetology.  The change was just my way of 
saying black and white are the same "people" because of the conflict of 
slavery.  Until the 1960's I had white families who took me in like those in 
Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.  
Rick Rubin, the young Gods first business partner,  the cofounder of Def 
Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label .  Rubin 
mentor /consultant to America who started  a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop",  Albert was the body he did a lot of business in at the beginning of 
"Hip Hop" .  Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states 
because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts of hate,  jealousy of 
wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due 
process,  but the money ,knowledge ,work ethic ,writing  and documents 
proved everything to Mr. Rubin.  It was the only way I could prove it after a 
previous ademption and stolen documents.  
Russell Simmons cooperated with a scheme to cover up history and ancient 
facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological 
daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler .  He misled 
the world with fake or staged news reports and photo ops claiming that's his 
daughter leading to him being framed and caught in his current rape scandal 
that was investigated and was found  that Kimora has an  astral body and has 
been caught before in Russell's body .  NYPD, 73pct,69pct,Flatbush pct. and  
Federal system covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of 
Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her celebrity status to frame and entrap the 
innocent,  acting concerned but have other motives.  A lying or misleading 
informant leading to Russell Simmons' current character assassination 
because he lied and said facts were untrue and preternatural can't happen or 
reincarnation is a myth, not mythologically going along with Kimora and 
the  criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he 
had to kick up  much money and wanted out, they publicly assassinated  his 
character and set him up to extortion sometimes they keep him silent  with 
threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as preternatural rape . 
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author "Mr 50million" in just 
3days and Nas, said Hip Hop dead, Lol !  (Luv ya Nasir) was used after 
1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States 
and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his small island .  His currency 
in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been 
misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges .  With no 
resolution politically or from federal system ,not even a thought process for 
governments whose sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for  
better care and upholding the rights of its citizens.  These institutions have 
strayed from their original purpose . 
Bringing the military to conduct a military review before a guaranteed 
economical infusing to the hand of the homeless, poverty stricken , poor and 
deprived.

P.S.A VIDEO COVERAGE OF "AUTOKRATOR" 
POLITICAL ,POVERTY REVIEW.
https://youtu.be/C37gHJ06hw4

Sincerely yours,

R. KEVIN LEE

JAN 21,2019

                 

OLD REP.S AND TESTING PHYSHICIANS 

KEVIN KEVIN G LEE , KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases)

.LIST OF REFERENCES AND PROOF OF PROVING REINCARNATION SINCE 1984 IN US NOW DISCOVERING SOME OF 
MY BIOLOGICAL KIDS WERE INTENTIONAL MISLEAD LYED TO BY PEOPLE IMPERSONATING MY FAMILY . ALSO 
SENSITIVE CASE OF REINCARNATION IN SINCE THE 30'S HAS SOME  PEOPLE BAFFLED MILLENNIAL AND 80'S 
GENERATION ALSO HAVE BEEN LIED TO ABOUT FACT OF REINCARNATION AND CHANGES TO FACIAL STRUCTURE 
PROBABLY 

ADDRESS HE LIVED AT : When the event described in this affidavit took place my address was (since 1984) BEDFORD AVE BK,NY, 42ND ST 
BETWEEN CHURCH AND LINDEN BK NY, 650 MACON BK NY ,628 OSBORN ST BK , NY, 1560 EAST 102 ST BK ,NY , 1331 REMSEN AVE BK , NY ,948 
EAST 85 ST BROOKLYN , NY 125 lenox road bk ny (Before 1984) Turks & Caicos Islands Bel-four Salt cay. (Deprived ,adempt lived in NY shelters) 2402 
ATLANTIC AVE , RWA (BUSH-WICK), 168TH ST NY, NY (Suppressed ,stigmatized ,diagnosed to entrap , living beneath his means sensitive case of 
reincarnation cover up & ignored etc at) KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL , BROOK-DALE HOSPITAL , WOOD HULL HOSPITAL. Residence I lived in 50 nevin st bk 
ny 11217 2nd fl. & 402

References for proof of Reincarnation , Wealth , Military , Historic status
as factual only living God. Please Remind and be clear with all references or reps that your referring to the adempt 
LLOYD, GOD, RULER, Kev or Sha (use address above to
verify the correct Sha or LLoyd), This historic figure family friends ,reps, business associates has been attacked by 
scams ,cons,schemes in all manners. Some references have not been contacted in decades preventatives measures 
taken because of dangerous severity's granted by local police and federal authorities covering up, ignoring, cases & 
reports on preternatural, inherent ,astral body ,secret scientific material now ending mission on preternaturalism by 
Ruler all reps and references await D-Day.

Rulers Legalist & Rep.
Military mentor , Verify Reincarnation & historic figure statusGen. Colin Powell 703-847-6992 
Turks & Caicos Customs  649-231-0092 (Agent and biological cousin) 
Entertainment INVESTMENT Manager Film & TV 310-656-6100 James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc) 
718-612-6109 Fred Coscia (Bo Dididly & Chuck Berry Drummer)
Reincarnation Examiners  Seaview ave 102 st bk ny Doctor Miller (Moved to manhattan 90's did x-ray,cat scan and mri 
other bone test and organ age test) 
James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc)
Dental Examiner Broadway Near Canal Ny NY 
Scientific Proof Medical Scientist Doctor Hirsh (Help explain how spirit hopping (astral or inherent & reincarnation is 
fact scientifically medically to police and judges etc. in court & creating testing on preternatural)
Desk Officer P.O. Long (She holds Drivers License & Documents she remembers as rich kid from bayview lying family 
from tc) 69th precinct bk , NYI
THE COCHRAN FIRMLawyer Jonny Cochran (He represented me for several years)

GENERAL REFERENCE,EXAMINERS
TURKS & CAICOS SALT CAY CLINIC : Tci Police 1(649)338-5901 ABRUBT TESTING FOUND SUSPICIOUS CHEMICALS 
IN A CHILD SYSTEM SIMILAR TO TRANQUILIZER WHO ALSO HAD MANY ABNORMAL OR ADULT ORGANS AND BODY 
PARTS WHEN ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL VANISHED FROM THE HOME THE SAME DAY.

"Fallen" Feature Movie starring "Denzel Washington" : True story's , reports and cases from Royal Commission 
Executioner's preternatural ,inherent missions explained to a generation in disbelief but exceptive because they were 
personally effected by preternaturalism in poverty stricken neighborhoods heavily from the 50's -1991.

"Down to Earth"Feature movie starring "Chris Rock" : A comedic approach bringing closure or understanding on what 
happens to any one forced out their body (outer body experience). A real experience for some celebrity Kimora Lee 
Simmons has been perviously been caught tricking or black mailing people out their body targeting drug 
addicted,homeless shelters, disenfranchised and vulnerable similar to 1980 reports that she even made people sign 
documents to sell their soul . This movie explains astral body and inherent to generations to come.

FACTS,  LAWS ,REFERENCES ON CASE
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the 
supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even by God ... 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.

Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism
https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of 
church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of 
royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his 
right to rule directly from the will of God.

meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", 
beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs only to God.

By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity 
comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician … may perform 
many acts in ways above our knowledge, though not transcending our natural power."

Paranormal:

“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural”

“claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception”

“beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; extrasensory”

“not scientifically explainable; supernatural”

“defies science; against reality”

Supernatural:

“not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material”

“attributed to a power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces”

“attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil”

“preternatural”

“attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings”

“an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; related to the realm of the unexplained”

Preternatural:

“surpassing the ordinary or normal”

“extraordinary”

“transcending the natural or material order; supernatural”

“existing outside of nature”

“another word for supernatural”

1. GOD - supernatural
2. Vampire – preternatural
3. Ghost – paranormal
4. Zombie – preternatural
5. Werewolf – preternatural
6. The Fey – supernatural
7. Alien – supernatural
8. ShapeShifter – preternatural
9. Poltergeist – paranormal
10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond 

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.

§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material.
    A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material 
when,
  with  intent  to  appropriate  to  himself  or another the use of 
secret
  scientific material, and having no right to  do  so  and  no  
reasonable
  ground  to  believe  that  he  has  such  right,  he  makes  a  
tangible
  reproduction or representation of such  secret  scientific  material  
by
  means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or 
electronically
  reproducing or recording such secret scientific material.
    Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.

Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent
Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.

in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/
adjective

1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.

Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences 
that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence 
and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are 
called astral, etheric, or spiritual.

Astral body - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body
Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, 
composed of a subtle material. The concept ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, 
which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.

Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org
https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after 
death. It is made of prana, or life force.

Astral projection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection
Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that 
assumes the existence of a soul or consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and 
capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Remote Viewing And The Lost Plane In Africa
“Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap existed between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research 
efforts, the CIA sponsored discreet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. 
Over the succeeding twenty-three years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively 
involved in paranormal research and operations involving a process known as remote viewing. 
Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence support, served as part of 
overall military and government organizations’ intelligence collection efforts.” 

According to Carter, “the woman went into a trance and gave some latitude and longitude 
figures. We focused our satellite cameras on that point and the plane was there.”  (source)

According to Paul H. Smith, PhD., and one of the participants in the Stargate project (now a retired 
US army major), gives us more detail from his book that is sourced below:

“In March 1979, a young Air Force enlisted woman names Rosemary Smith was handed a map 
of the entire continent of Africa. She was told only that some-time in the past few days a Soviet 
Tu-22 bomber outfitted as a spy plane had crashed somewhere in the continent.  The United 
States desperately wanted to recover the top secret Russian codes and equipment the Tu-22 
carried. Using their remote viewing skills, she pinpointed the wreckage, even though it had been 
completely swallowed by the jungle canopy into which the jet had plunged nose first. 

Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S. Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, 
by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and SRI International (a California contractor) to investigate the potential 
for psychic phenomena in military and domestic intelligence applications. The Project, and its precursors and sister 
projects, originally went by various code names—GONDOLA WISH, GRILL FLAME, CENTER LANE, SUN STREAK, 
SCANATE—until 1991 when they were consolidated and rechristened as "Stargate Project".
Stargate Project work primarily involved remote viewing, the purported ability to psychically "see" events, sites, or 
information from a great distance.[1] The project was overseen until 1987 by Lt. Frederick Holmes "Skip" Atwater, an 
aide and "psychic headhunter" to Maj. Gen. Albert Stubblebine, and later president of the Monroe Institute.[2] The 
unit was small-scale, comprising about 15 to 20 individuals, and was run out of "an old, leaky wooden barracks".[3]
The Stargate Project was terminated and declassified in 1995 after a CIA report concluded that it was never useful in 
any intelligence operation. Information provided by the program was vague and included irrelevant and erroneous 
data, and there was reason to suspect that its project managers had changed the reports so they would fit 
background cues.[4] The program was featured in the 2004 book and 2009 film entitled The Men Who Stare at 
Goats,[5][6][7][8] although neither mentions it by name.

Major breakthrough as scientists confirm out of body experiences are..
https://www.express.co.uk/.../Huge-breakthrough-as-scientists-confirm-out-of -body-experiences-are-REAL
Aug 24, 2016 ... SCIENTISTS have confirmed that out of body experiences are real after placing study participants in a brain 
scanner and making them think
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ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT 
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE, DEPOSE, 

DETHRONE AND RESTRICT CONTINUOS 
UNJUST ACTIONS SINCE THE 1950'S

 1. Cooperation with a con scheme to adempt the king, ruler and God.  
Going as far as using preternatural to cover up and indulge in unjust actions.
 2. Intentional ly and ingeniously implementing laws, acts, status policies, 
rules, procedures, processes etc.  This was proven with the Regency Act of 
1937 which was created intentionally when the queen found a true royal or 
God who had hundreds of trillions on the islands with uncle, father and good 
friends.
The queen denied their dying wishes for the young ruler, the only proven 
living God to receive his land and other royal and business dealings.  The 
queen, using feigned ignorance to cover up facts, moving books and 
documents from the ruler's house where the queen's father and uncle came 
as visitors for the purpose of studying.
Due to the sneaky, secretive nature of the previous women and men in the 
British Monarch, King George V1 and brother kept the young rulers powers 
a secret.  With the queen not of proper age to understand world dealings or 
power sources, she was young and sheltered to facts like most royals or 
celebrity kids and did what she wanted for 50 years; marking 20 government 
shut downs and an obscene poverty rate with no one overlooking monarch 
duties, leaving God in no good feeling to leave the monarch open.
3. Deviating from its original purpose.
4. Misappropriating "my" funding and currencies.

DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF 
MONARCH
 According to the dictionary it is a form of government and politics. 
 The proper purpose of government is as the founding fathers recognized, to 
protect people's inalienable rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness.  The rule of law requires that people should be governed by 
accepted rules rather than by the arbitrary decisions of rulers.  These rules 
should be general and abstract, known and certain, and apply equally to all 
individuals. 
Constitutional governments are based on a previous commitment to freedom 
under the rule of law.  The essential attribute of constitutionalism is a legal 
limitation on government.  Under constitutionalism, rulers are not above the 
law, government power is divided with laws enacted by one body and 
administered by another, and an independent judiciary exists to ensure laws 
are administered objectively.  An efficient and effective constitution allows 
government to function to protect the lives and liberties of citizens without 
violating the rights of some to provide gains to others.  

LEGAL & KNOWLEDGABLE PURPOSE OF 
POLITICS 
- To enable the members of society to collectively achieve important human 
goals, safety, order and welfare of all.

 DEFINITON OF POLITICKING 
- To talk or politick about topics, no change or resolution required. 
- In the Urban Dictionary of Politics it is used in slang or Ebonics as polling, 
chilling, relaxing.  
British monarch including Harry and William, known since trio was a lad 
may have denied ever meeting ruler or God because of a mummy rap non-
medical procedure which changed the structure of my face in the late 
80s-90s.  Some unintentional, because of the sensitive topic of reincarnation, 
even denying future revelations to be revealed or made public like "dream 
weaver  experiment" sessions which led to my ruler/god biological children , 
family and friends living in poverty stricken neighbourhoods some of whom 
were raped, molested  and encouraged by millionaires and celebrities to get 
jobs as ( strippers and porn stars) to seemingly belittle or dishonour the 
king's family friends and legacy, to give  the appearance of being delusional 
etc.
This was dismissed in Mental Health Court after congress sent a statement 
to intentionally adempt me.  Also situations leading to government  not 
having enough funding for society because they were personally  hiding 
government money with government shut downs, six recessions and great  
depression now under the queen and this bitch still doesn’t at least read the 
paper in the morning.
With backing from corrupt Obama's administration whose main agenda was 
to kiss ass for eight years, promising change, living with excuse like, (he 
inherited someone else's problems), illegally  covering up lawsuits by rulers.  
That proved that financing is in the government and  to place one million 
dollars in the hand of the poor was too much caring, change for this coward 
black man for the poor who end up with 40 million dollars after coming in 
the White House with seven hundred , then the policies in the form of a bill 
for him to sign change in the internet to even check old celebrities' worth, 
then detoured the secret service on the block of my job when he was 
supposed to go to court to see the lawsuit, but I am delusional.
American Press is worried about the queen's husband who wants a little 
freedom from wickedness of what Americans think.  A king claiming to 
know kings and queens knows only self proclaimed kings like P. Diddy and 
Jayz, Barack Obama, Kimora Lee Simmons secretly observed by military 
with operations similar to Illuminati operating secretly in cahoots to 
intentionally adempt with acts of greed and hatred with criminal offenses as 
far as trafficking children.  Using preternatural  acts learnt from books they 
never reported moving when entrapping ruler was mentally ill in 2010.

They start by using star power or their celebrity to mislead commoners and 
paupers who were also poverty stricken to get to rulers property through re-
routing finances.  Proven intentionally starting with the excuse "Kevin is 
somebody's son, we know his mother or he did this before or he is a liar.  He 
presented fraudulent, perjured birth certificate after a case # 101396 in civil 
court 2018."  It was proven that Kevin was not born at the hospital.  The 
physician agreed she lied to meet celebrities also another proof was that 
previous court records were removed, some intentionally by secret society 
which used ingenious and fiend ignorance to avoid litigation which left 
judges and law enforcement not looking at proof or totality of the 
circumstances. 

King Ruler God 1900th century 
Records of God
 On record living through reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his 
island Belfour Salt Cay, changing his appearance around the end of 
1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said that people impersonating 
his family tried to kill him.  Some claim he was swallowed by a whale or 
fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged.  Later it was 
learned the criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory 
loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate 
supernatural power.  
At times the young Ruler would be attacked by criminal enterprise and left 
not even remembering how to read or write.  Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950s after criminal enterprise was caught 
stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances was caught selling 
drugs under his name and using his body unbelievable to American police 
and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd's wealth.  
Many adempt attempts and supernatural power, also demonic disowned son 
Shareefe Gilyard and mother.  She and some of the Elam family are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes.  The local police of 
Salt Cay helped prove memory loss with bank account he forgot about 
thinking he was poor but had billions of dollars in accounts in the house.
 Found around 1954-55 out his body as a lost soul the king made the body 
he is in now holding the same body since the 1950s.  Kevin , his name in the 
American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids, family and 
friends holding many names like Sha or Shy Stubbs given to him by a 
family on the island who let him board with them for a little while after a 
demotion .  Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is 
Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a 
version of the Bible with the deed to the world in it.  Albert was a change of 
race for the young ruler, he first naturally changed with a soap that can 
change or lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done 
with my power source and cosmetology.  The change was just my way of 
saying black and white are the same "people" because of the conflict of 
slavery.  Until the 1960's I had white families who took me in like those in 
Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.  
Rick Rubin, the young Gods first business partner,  the cofounder of Def 
Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label .  Rubin 
mentor /consultant to America who started  a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop",  Albert was the body he did a lot of business in at the beginning of 
"Hip Hop" .  Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states 
because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts of hate,  jealousy of 
wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due 
process,  but the money ,knowledge ,work ethic ,writing  and documents 
proved everything to Mr. Rubin.  It was the only way I could prove it after a 
previous ademption and stolen documents.  
Russell Simmons cooperated with a scheme to cover up history and ancient 
facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological 
daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler .  He misled 
the world with fake or staged news reports and photo ops claiming that's his 
daughter leading to him being framed and caught in his current rape scandal 
that was investigated and was found  that Kimora has an  astral body and has 
been caught before in Russell's body .  NYPD, 73pct,69pct,Flatbush pct. and  
Federal system covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of 
Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her celebrity status to frame and entrap the 
innocent,  acting concerned but have other motives.  A lying or misleading 
informant leading to Russell Simmons' current character assassination 
because he lied and said facts were untrue and preternatural can't happen or 
reincarnation is a myth, not mythologically going along with Kimora and 
the  criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he 
had to kick up  much money and wanted out, they publicly assassinated  his 
character and set him up to extortion sometimes they keep him silent  with 
threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as preternatural rape . 
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author "Mr 50million" in just 
3days and Nas, said Hip Hop dead, Lol !  (Luv ya Nasir) was used after 
1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States 
and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his small island .  His currency 
in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been 
misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges .  With no 
resolution politically or from federal system ,not even a thought process for 
governments whose sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for  
better care and upholding the rights of its citizens.  These institutions have 
strayed from their original purpose . 
Bringing the military to conduct a military review before a guaranteed 
economical infusing to the hand of the homeless, poverty stricken , poor and 
deprived.

P.S.A VIDEO COVERAGE OF "AUTOKRATOR" 
POLITICAL ,POVERTY REVIEW.
https://youtu.be/C37gHJ06hw4

Sincerely yours,

R. KEVIN LEE

JAN 21,2019

                 

OLD REP.S AND TESTING PHYSHICIANS 

KEVIN KEVIN G LEE , KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases)

.LIST OF REFERENCES AND PROOF OF PROVING REINCARNATION SINCE 1984 IN US NOW DISCOVERING SOME OF 
MY BIOLOGICAL KIDS WERE INTENTIONAL MISLEAD LYED TO BY PEOPLE IMPERSONATING MY FAMILY . ALSO 
SENSITIVE CASE OF REINCARNATION IN SINCE THE 30'S HAS SOME  PEOPLE BAFFLED MILLENNIAL AND 80'S 
GENERATION ALSO HAVE BEEN LIED TO ABOUT FACT OF REINCARNATION AND CHANGES TO FACIAL STRUCTURE 
PROBABLY 

ADDRESS HE LIVED AT : When the event described in this affidavit took place my address was (since 1984) BEDFORD AVE BK,NY, 42ND ST 
BETWEEN CHURCH AND LINDEN BK NY, 650 MACON BK NY ,628 OSBORN ST BK , NY, 1560 EAST 102 ST BK ,NY , 1331 REMSEN AVE BK , NY ,948 
EAST 85 ST BROOKLYN , NY 125 lenox road bk ny (Before 1984) Turks & Caicos Islands Bel-four Salt cay. (Deprived ,adempt lived in NY shelters) 2402 
ATLANTIC AVE , RWA (BUSH-WICK), 168TH ST NY, NY (Suppressed ,stigmatized ,diagnosed to entrap , living beneath his means sensitive case of 
reincarnation cover up & ignored etc at) KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL , BROOK-DALE HOSPITAL , WOOD HULL HOSPITAL. Residence I lived in 50 nevin st bk 
ny 11217 2nd fl. & 402

References for proof of Reincarnation , Wealth , Military , Historic status
as factual only living God. Please Remind and be clear with all references or reps that your referring to the adempt 
LLOYD, GOD, RULER, Kev or Sha (use address above to
verify the correct Sha or LLoyd), This historic figure family friends ,reps, business associates has been attacked by 
scams ,cons,schemes in all manners. Some references have not been contacted in decades preventatives measures 
taken because of dangerous severity's granted by local police and federal authorities covering up, ignoring, cases & 
reports on preternatural, inherent ,astral body ,secret scientific material now ending mission on preternaturalism by 
Ruler all reps and references await D-Day.

Rulers Legalist & Rep.
Military mentor , Verify Reincarnation & historic figure statusGen. Colin Powell 703-847-6992 
Turks & Caicos Customs  649-231-0092 (Agent and biological cousin) 
Entertainment INVESTMENT Manager Film & TV 310-656-6100 James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc) 
718-612-6109 Fred Coscia (Bo Dididly & Chuck Berry Drummer)
Reincarnation Examiners  Seaview ave 102 st bk ny Doctor Miller (Moved to manhattan 90's did x-ray,cat scan and mri 
other bone test and organ age test) 
James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc)
Dental Examiner Broadway Near Canal Ny NY 
Scientific Proof Medical Scientist Doctor Hirsh (Help explain how spirit hopping (astral or inherent & reincarnation is 
fact scientifically medically to police and judges etc. in court & creating testing on preternatural)
Desk Officer P.O. Long (She holds Drivers License & Documents she remembers as rich kid from bayview lying family 
from tc) 69th precinct bk , NYI
THE COCHRAN FIRMLawyer Jonny Cochran (He represented me for several years)

GENERAL REFERENCE,EXAMINERS
TURKS & CAICOS SALT CAY CLINIC : Tci Police 1(649)338-5901 ABRUBT TESTING FOUND SUSPICIOUS CHEMICALS 
IN A CHILD SYSTEM SIMILAR TO TRANQUILIZER WHO ALSO HAD MANY ABNORMAL OR ADULT ORGANS AND BODY 
PARTS WHEN ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL VANISHED FROM THE HOME THE SAME DAY.

"Fallen" Feature Movie starring "Denzel Washington" : True story's , reports and cases from Royal Commission 
Executioner's preternatural ,inherent missions explained to a generation in disbelief but exceptive because they were 
personally effected by preternaturalism in poverty stricken neighborhoods heavily from the 50's -1991.

"Down to Earth"Feature movie starring "Chris Rock" : A comedic approach bringing closure or understanding on what 
happens to any one forced out their body (outer body experience). A real experience for some celebrity Kimora Lee 
Simmons has been perviously been caught tricking or black mailing people out their body targeting drug 
addicted,homeless shelters, disenfranchised and vulnerable similar to 1980 reports that she even made people sign 
documents to sell their soul . This movie explains astral body and inherent to generations to come.

FACTS,  LAWS ,REFERENCES ON CASE
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the 
supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even by God ... 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.

Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism
https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of 
church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of 
royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his 
right to rule directly from the will of God.

meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", 
beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs only to God.

By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity 
comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician … may perform 
many acts in ways above our knowledge, though not transcending our natural power."

Paranormal:

“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural”

“claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception”

“beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; extrasensory”

“not scientifically explainable; supernatural”

“defies science; against reality”

Supernatural:

“not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material”

“attributed to a power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces”

“attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil”

“preternatural”

“attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings”

“an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; related to the realm of the unexplained”

Preternatural:

“surpassing the ordinary or normal”

“extraordinary”

“transcending the natural or material order; supernatural”

“existing outside of nature”

“another word for supernatural”

1. GOD - supernatural
2. Vampire – preternatural
3. Ghost – paranormal
4. Zombie – preternatural
5. Werewolf – preternatural
6. The Fey – supernatural
7. Alien – supernatural
8. ShapeShifter – preternatural
9. Poltergeist – paranormal
10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond 

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.

§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material.
    A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material 
when,
  with  intent  to  appropriate  to  himself  or another the use of 
secret
  scientific material, and having no right to  do  so  and  no  
reasonable
  ground  to  believe  that  he  has  such  right,  he  makes  a  
tangible
  reproduction or representation of such  secret  scientific  material  
by
  means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or 
electronically
  reproducing or recording such secret scientific material.
    Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.

Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent
Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.

in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/
adjective

1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.

Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences 
that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence 
and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are 
called astral, etheric, or spiritual.

Astral body - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body
Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, 
composed of a subtle material. The concept ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, 
which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.

Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org
https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after 
death. It is made of prana, or life force.

Astral projection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection
Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that 
assumes the existence of a soul or consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and 
capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Remote Viewing And The Lost Plane In Africa
“Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap existed between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research 
efforts, the CIA sponsored discreet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. 
Over the succeeding twenty-three years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively 
involved in paranormal research and operations involving a process known as remote viewing. 
Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence support, served as part of 
overall military and government organizations’ intelligence collection efforts.” 

According to Carter, “the woman went into a trance and gave some latitude and longitude 
figures. We focused our satellite cameras on that point and the plane was there.”  (source)

According to Paul H. Smith, PhD., and one of the participants in the Stargate project (now a retired 
US army major), gives us more detail from his book that is sourced below:

“In March 1979, a young Air Force enlisted woman names Rosemary Smith was handed a map 
of the entire continent of Africa. She was told only that some-time in the past few days a Soviet 
Tu-22 bomber outfitted as a spy plane had crashed somewhere in the continent.  The United 
States desperately wanted to recover the top secret Russian codes and equipment the Tu-22 
carried. Using their remote viewing skills, she pinpointed the wreckage, even though it had been 
completely swallowed by the jungle canopy into which the jet had plunged nose first. 

Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S. Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, 
by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and SRI International (a California contractor) to investigate the potential 
for psychic phenomena in military and domestic intelligence applications. The Project, and its precursors and sister 
projects, originally went by various code names—GONDOLA WISH, GRILL FLAME, CENTER LANE, SUN STREAK, 
SCANATE—until 1991 when they were consolidated and rechristened as "Stargate Project".
Stargate Project work primarily involved remote viewing, the purported ability to psychically "see" events, sites, or 
information from a great distance.[1] The project was overseen until 1987 by Lt. Frederick Holmes "Skip" Atwater, an 
aide and "psychic headhunter" to Maj. Gen. Albert Stubblebine, and later president of the Monroe Institute.[2] The 
unit was small-scale, comprising about 15 to 20 individuals, and was run out of "an old, leaky wooden barracks".[3]
The Stargate Project was terminated and declassified in 1995 after a CIA report concluded that it was never useful in 
any intelligence operation. Information provided by the program was vague and included irrelevant and erroneous 
data, and there was reason to suspect that its project managers had changed the reports so they would fit 
background cues.[4] The program was featured in the 2004 book and 2009 film entitled The Men Who Stare at 
Goats,[5][6][7][8] although neither mentions it by name.

Major breakthrough as scientists confirm out of body experiences are..
https://www.express.co.uk/.../Huge-breakthrough-as-scientists-confirm-out-of -body-experiences-are-REAL
Aug 24, 2016 ... SCIENTISTS have confirmed that out of body experiences are real after placing study participants in a brain 
scanner and making them think
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ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT 
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE, DEPOSE, 

DETHRONE AND RESTRICT CONTINUOS 
UNJUST ACTIONS SINCE THE 1950'S

 1. Cooperation with a con scheme to adempt the king, ruler and God.  
Going as far as using preternatural to cover up and indulge in unjust actions.
 2. Intentional ly and ingeniously implementing laws, acts, status policies, 
rules, procedures, processes etc.  This was proven with the Regency Act of 
1937 which was created intentionally when the queen found a true royal or 
God who had hundreds of trillions on the islands with uncle, father and good 
friends.
The queen denied their dying wishes for the young ruler, the only proven 
living God to receive his land and other royal and business dealings.  The 
queen, using feigned ignorance to cover up facts, moving books and 
documents from the ruler's house where the queen's father and uncle came 
as visitors for the purpose of studying.
Due to the sneaky, secretive nature of the previous women and men in the 
British Monarch, King George V1 and brother kept the young rulers powers 
a secret.  With the queen not of proper age to understand world dealings or 
power sources, she was young and sheltered to facts like most royals or 
celebrity kids and did what she wanted for 50 years; marking 20 government 
shut downs and an obscene poverty rate with no one overlooking monarch 
duties, leaving God in no good feeling to leave the monarch open.
3. Deviating from its original purpose.
4. Misappropriating "my" funding and currencies.

DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF 
MONARCH
 According to the dictionary it is a form of government and politics. 
 The proper purpose of government is as the founding fathers recognized, to 
protect people's inalienable rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness.  The rule of law requires that people should be governed by 
accepted rules rather than by the arbitrary decisions of rulers.  These rules 
should be general and abstract, known and certain, and apply equally to all 
individuals. 
Constitutional governments are based on a previous commitment to freedom 
under the rule of law.  The essential attribute of constitutionalism is a legal 
limitation on government.  Under constitutionalism, rulers are not above the 
law, government power is divided with laws enacted by one body and 
administered by another, and an independent judiciary exists to ensure laws 
are administered objectively.  An efficient and effective constitution allows 
government to function to protect the lives and liberties of citizens without 
violating the rights of some to provide gains to others.  

LEGAL & KNOWLEDGABLE PURPOSE OF 
POLITICS 
- To enable the members of society to collectively achieve important human 
goals, safety, order and welfare of all.

 DEFINITON OF POLITICKING 
- To talk or politick about topics, no change or resolution required. 
- In the Urban Dictionary of Politics it is used in slang or Ebonics as polling, 
chilling, relaxing.  
British monarch including Harry and William, known since trio was a lad 
may have denied ever meeting ruler or God because of a mummy rap non-
medical procedure which changed the structure of my face in the late 
80s-90s.  Some unintentional, because of the sensitive topic of reincarnation, 
even denying future revelations to be revealed or made public like "dream 
weaver  experiment" sessions which led to my ruler/god biological children , 
family and friends living in poverty stricken neighbourhoods some of whom 
were raped, molested  and encouraged by millionaires and celebrities to get 
jobs as ( strippers and porn stars) to seemingly belittle or dishonour the 
king's family friends and legacy, to give  the appearance of being delusional 
etc.
This was dismissed in Mental Health Court after congress sent a statement 
to intentionally adempt me.  Also situations leading to government  not 
having enough funding for society because they were personally  hiding 
government money with government shut downs, six recessions and great  
depression now under the queen and this bitch still doesn’t at least read the 
paper in the morning.
With backing from corrupt Obama's administration whose main agenda was 
to kiss ass for eight years, promising change, living with excuse like, (he 
inherited someone else's problems), illegally  covering up lawsuits by rulers.  
That proved that financing is in the government and  to place one million 
dollars in the hand of the poor was too much caring, change for this coward 
black man for the poor who end up with 40 million dollars after coming in 
the White House with seven hundred , then the policies in the form of a bill 
for him to sign change in the internet to even check old celebrities' worth, 
then detoured the secret service on the block of my job when he was 
supposed to go to court to see the lawsuit, but I am delusional.
American Press is worried about the queen's husband who wants a little 
freedom from wickedness of what Americans think.  A king claiming to 
know kings and queens knows only self proclaimed kings like P. Diddy and 
Jayz, Barack Obama, Kimora Lee Simmons secretly observed by military 
with operations similar to Illuminati operating secretly in cahoots to 
intentionally adempt with acts of greed and hatred with criminal offenses as 
far as trafficking children.  Using preternatural  acts learnt from books they 
never reported moving when entrapping ruler was mentally ill in 2010.

They start by using star power or their celebrity to mislead commoners and 
paupers who were also poverty stricken to get to rulers property through re-
routing finances.  Proven intentionally starting with the excuse "Kevin is 
somebody's son, we know his mother or he did this before or he is a liar.  He 
presented fraudulent, perjured birth certificate after a case # 101396 in civil 
court 2018."  It was proven that Kevin was not born at the hospital.  The 
physician agreed she lied to meet celebrities also another proof was that 
previous court records were removed, some intentionally by secret society 
which used ingenious and fiend ignorance to avoid litigation which left 
judges and law enforcement not looking at proof or totality of the 
circumstances. 

King Ruler God 1900th century 
Records of God
 On record living through reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his 
island Belfour Salt Cay, changing his appearance around the end of 
1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said that people impersonating 
his family tried to kill him.  Some claim he was swallowed by a whale or 
fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged.  Later it was 
learned the criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory 
loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate 
supernatural power.  
At times the young Ruler would be attacked by criminal enterprise and left 
not even remembering how to read or write.  Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950s after criminal enterprise was caught 
stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances was caught selling 
drugs under his name and using his body unbelievable to American police 
and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd's wealth.  
Many adempt attempts and supernatural power, also demonic disowned son 
Shareefe Gilyard and mother.  She and some of the Elam family are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes.  The local police of 
Salt Cay helped prove memory loss with bank account he forgot about 
thinking he was poor but had billions of dollars in accounts in the house.
 Found around 1954-55 out his body as a lost soul the king made the body 
he is in now holding the same body since the 1950s.  Kevin , his name in the 
American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids, family and 
friends holding many names like Sha or Shy Stubbs given to him by a 
family on the island who let him board with them for a little while after a 
demotion .  Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is 
Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a 
version of the Bible with the deed to the world in it.  Albert was a change of 
race for the young ruler, he first naturally changed with a soap that can 
change or lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done 
with my power source and cosmetology.  The change was just my way of 
saying black and white are the same "people" because of the conflict of 
slavery.  Until the 1960's I had white families who took me in like those in 
Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.  
Rick Rubin, the young Gods first business partner,  the cofounder of Def 
Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label .  Rubin 
mentor /consultant to America who started  a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop",  Albert was the body he did a lot of business in at the beginning of 
"Hip Hop" .  Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states 
because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts of hate,  jealousy of 
wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due 
process,  but the money ,knowledge ,work ethic ,writing  and documents 
proved everything to Mr. Rubin.  It was the only way I could prove it after a 
previous ademption and stolen documents.  
Russell Simmons cooperated with a scheme to cover up history and ancient 
facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological 
daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler .  He misled 
the world with fake or staged news reports and photo ops claiming that's his 
daughter leading to him being framed and caught in his current rape scandal 
that was investigated and was found  that Kimora has an  astral body and has 
been caught before in Russell's body .  NYPD, 73pct,69pct,Flatbush pct. and  
Federal system covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of 
Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her celebrity status to frame and entrap the 
innocent,  acting concerned but have other motives.  A lying or misleading 
informant leading to Russell Simmons' current character assassination 
because he lied and said facts were untrue and preternatural can't happen or 
reincarnation is a myth, not mythologically going along with Kimora and 
the  criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he 
had to kick up  much money and wanted out, they publicly assassinated  his 
character and set him up to extortion sometimes they keep him silent  with 
threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as preternatural rape . 
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author "Mr 50million" in just 
3days and Nas, said Hip Hop dead, Lol !  (Luv ya Nasir) was used after 
1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States 
and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his small island .  His currency 
in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been 
misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges .  With no 
resolution politically or from federal system ,not even a thought process for 
governments whose sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for  
better care and upholding the rights of its citizens.  These institutions have 
strayed from their original purpose . 
Bringing the military to conduct a military review before a guaranteed 
economical infusing to the hand of the homeless, poverty stricken , poor and 
deprived.

P.S.A VIDEO COVERAGE OF "AUTOKRATOR" 
POLITICAL ,POVERTY REVIEW.
https://youtu.be/C37gHJ06hw4

Sincerely yours,

R. KEVIN LEE

JAN 21,2019

                 

OLD REP.S AND TESTING PHYSHICIANS 

KEVIN KEVIN G LEE , KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases)

.LIST OF REFERENCES AND PROOF OF PROVING REINCARNATION SINCE 1984 IN US NOW DISCOVERING SOME OF 
MY BIOLOGICAL KIDS WERE INTENTIONAL MISLEAD LYED TO BY PEOPLE IMPERSONATING MY FAMILY . ALSO 
SENSITIVE CASE OF REINCARNATION IN SINCE THE 30'S HAS SOME  PEOPLE BAFFLED MILLENNIAL AND 80'S 
GENERATION ALSO HAVE BEEN LIED TO ABOUT FACT OF REINCARNATION AND CHANGES TO FACIAL STRUCTURE 
PROBABLY 

ADDRESS HE LIVED AT : When the event described in this affidavit took place my address was (since 1984) BEDFORD AVE BK,NY, 42ND ST 
BETWEEN CHURCH AND LINDEN BK NY, 650 MACON BK NY ,628 OSBORN ST BK , NY, 1560 EAST 102 ST BK ,NY , 1331 REMSEN AVE BK , NY ,948 
EAST 85 ST BROOKLYN , NY 125 lenox road bk ny (Before 1984) Turks & Caicos Islands Bel-four Salt cay. (Deprived ,adempt lived in NY shelters) 2402 
ATLANTIC AVE , RWA (BUSH-WICK), 168TH ST NY, NY (Suppressed ,stigmatized ,diagnosed to entrap , living beneath his means sensitive case of 
reincarnation cover up & ignored etc at) KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL , BROOK-DALE HOSPITAL , WOOD HULL HOSPITAL. Residence I lived in 50 nevin st bk 
ny 11217 2nd fl. & 402

References for proof of Reincarnation , Wealth , Military , Historic status
as factual only living God. Please Remind and be clear with all references or reps that your referring to the adempt 
LLOYD, GOD, RULER, Kev or Sha (use address above to
verify the correct Sha or LLoyd), This historic figure family friends ,reps, business associates has been attacked by 
scams ,cons,schemes in all manners. Some references have not been contacted in decades preventatives measures 
taken because of dangerous severity's granted by local police and federal authorities covering up, ignoring, cases & 
reports on preternatural, inherent ,astral body ,secret scientific material now ending mission on preternaturalism by 
Ruler all reps and references await D-Day.

Rulers Legalist & Rep.
Military mentor , Verify Reincarnation & historic figure statusGen. Colin Powell 703-847-6992 
Turks & Caicos Customs  649-231-0092 (Agent and biological cousin) 
Entertainment INVESTMENT Manager Film & TV 310-656-6100 James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc) 
718-612-6109 Fred Coscia (Bo Dididly & Chuck Berry Drummer)
Reincarnation Examiners  Seaview ave 102 st bk ny Doctor Miller (Moved to manhattan 90's did x-ray,cat scan and mri 
other bone test and organ age test) 
James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc)
Dental Examiner Broadway Near Canal Ny NY 
Scientific Proof Medical Scientist Doctor Hirsh (Help explain how spirit hopping (astral or inherent & reincarnation is 
fact scientifically medically to police and judges etc. in court & creating testing on preternatural)
Desk Officer P.O. Long (She holds Drivers License & Documents she remembers as rich kid from bayview lying family 
from tc) 69th precinct bk , NYI
THE COCHRAN FIRMLawyer Jonny Cochran (He represented me for several years)

GENERAL REFERENCE,EXAMINERS
TURKS & CAICOS SALT CAY CLINIC : Tci Police 1(649)338-5901 ABRUBT TESTING FOUND SUSPICIOUS CHEMICALS 
IN A CHILD SYSTEM SIMILAR TO TRANQUILIZER WHO ALSO HAD MANY ABNORMAL OR ADULT ORGANS AND BODY 
PARTS WHEN ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL VANISHED FROM THE HOME THE SAME DAY.

"Fallen" Feature Movie starring "Denzel Washington" : True story's , reports and cases from Royal Commission 
Executioner's preternatural ,inherent missions explained to a generation in disbelief but exceptive because they were 
personally effected by preternaturalism in poverty stricken neighborhoods heavily from the 50's -1991.

"Down to Earth"Feature movie starring "Chris Rock" : A comedic approach bringing closure or understanding on what 
happens to any one forced out their body (outer body experience). A real experience for some celebrity Kimora Lee 
Simmons has been perviously been caught tricking or black mailing people out their body targeting drug 
addicted,homeless shelters, disenfranchised and vulnerable similar to 1980 reports that she even made people sign 
documents to sell their soul . This movie explains astral body and inherent to generations to come.

FACTS,  LAWS ,REFERENCES ON CASE
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the 
supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even by God ... 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.

Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism
https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of 
church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of 
royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his 
right to rule directly from the will of God.

meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", 
beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs only to God.

By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity 
comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician … may perform 
many acts in ways above our knowledge, though not transcending our natural power."

Paranormal:

“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural”

“claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception”

“beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; extrasensory”

“not scientifically explainable; supernatural”

“defies science; against reality”

Supernatural:

“not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material”

“attributed to a power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces”

“attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil”

“preternatural”

“attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings”

“an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; related to the realm of the unexplained”

Preternatural:

“surpassing the ordinary or normal”

“extraordinary”

“transcending the natural or material order; supernatural”

“existing outside of nature”

“another word for supernatural”

1. GOD - supernatural
2. Vampire – preternatural
3. Ghost – paranormal
4. Zombie – preternatural
5. Werewolf – preternatural
6. The Fey – supernatural
7. Alien – supernatural
8. ShapeShifter – preternatural
9. Poltergeist – paranormal
10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond 

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.

§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material.
    A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material 
when,
  with  intent  to  appropriate  to  himself  or another the use of 
secret
  scientific material, and having no right to  do  so  and  no  
reasonable
  ground  to  believe  that  he  has  such  right,  he  makes  a  
tangible
  reproduction or representation of such  secret  scientific  material  
by
  means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or 
electronically
  reproducing or recording such secret scientific material.
    Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.

Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent
Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.

in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/
adjective

1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.

Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences 
that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence 
and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are 
called astral, etheric, or spiritual.

Astral body - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body
Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, 
composed of a subtle material. The concept ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, 
which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.

Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org
https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after 
death. It is made of prana, or life force.

Astral projection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection
Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that 
assumes the existence of a soul or consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and 
capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Remote Viewing And The Lost Plane In Africa
“Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap existed between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research 
efforts, the CIA sponsored discreet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. 
Over the succeeding twenty-three years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively 
involved in paranormal research and operations involving a process known as remote viewing. 
Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence support, served as part of 
overall military and government organizations’ intelligence collection efforts.” 

According to Carter, “the woman went into a trance and gave some latitude and longitude 
figures. We focused our satellite cameras on that point and the plane was there.”  (source)

According to Paul H. Smith, PhD., and one of the participants in the Stargate project (now a retired 
US army major), gives us more detail from his book that is sourced below:

“In March 1979, a young Air Force enlisted woman names Rosemary Smith was handed a map 
of the entire continent of Africa. She was told only that some-time in the past few days a Soviet 
Tu-22 bomber outfitted as a spy plane had crashed somewhere in the continent.  The United 
States desperately wanted to recover the top secret Russian codes and equipment the Tu-22 
carried. Using their remote viewing skills, she pinpointed the wreckage, even though it had been 
completely swallowed by the jungle canopy into which the jet had plunged nose first. 

Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S. Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, 
by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and SRI International (a California contractor) to investigate the potential 
for psychic phenomena in military and domestic intelligence applications. The Project, and its precursors and sister 
projects, originally went by various code names—GONDOLA WISH, GRILL FLAME, CENTER LANE, SUN STREAK, 
SCANATE—until 1991 when they were consolidated and rechristened as "Stargate Project".
Stargate Project work primarily involved remote viewing, the purported ability to psychically "see" events, sites, or 
information from a great distance.[1] The project was overseen until 1987 by Lt. Frederick Holmes "Skip" Atwater, an 
aide and "psychic headhunter" to Maj. Gen. Albert Stubblebine, and later president of the Monroe Institute.[2] The 
unit was small-scale, comprising about 15 to 20 individuals, and was run out of "an old, leaky wooden barracks".[3]
The Stargate Project was terminated and declassified in 1995 after a CIA report concluded that it was never useful in 
any intelligence operation. Information provided by the program was vague and included irrelevant and erroneous 
data, and there was reason to suspect that its project managers had changed the reports so they would fit 
background cues.[4] The program was featured in the 2004 book and 2009 film entitled The Men Who Stare at 
Goats,[5][6][7][8] although neither mentions it by name.

Major breakthrough as scientists confirm out of body experiences are..
https://www.express.co.uk/.../Huge-breakthrough-as-scientists-confirm-out-of -body-experiences-are-REAL
Aug 24, 2016 ... SCIENTISTS have confirmed that out of body experiences are real after placing study participants in a brain 
scanner and making them think
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ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT 
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE, DEPOSE, 

DETHRONE AND RESTRICT CONTINUOS 
UNJUST ACTIONS SINCE THE 1950'S

 1. Cooperation with a con scheme to adempt the king, ruler and God.  
Going as far as using preternatural to cover up and indulge in unjust actions.
 2. Intentional ly and ingeniously implementing laws, acts, status policies, 
rules, procedures, processes etc.  This was proven with the Regency Act of 
1937 which was created intentionally when the queen found a true royal or 
God who had hundreds of trillions on the islands with uncle, father and good 
friends.
The queen denied their dying wishes for the young ruler, the only proven 
living God to receive his land and other royal and business dealings.  The 
queen, using feigned ignorance to cover up facts, moving books and 
documents from the ruler's house where the queen's father and uncle came 
as visitors for the purpose of studying.
Due to the sneaky, secretive nature of the previous women and men in the 
British Monarch, King George V1 and brother kept the young rulers powers 
a secret.  With the queen not of proper age to understand world dealings or 
power sources, she was young and sheltered to facts like most royals or 
celebrity kids and did what she wanted for 50 years; marking 20 government 
shut downs and an obscene poverty rate with no one overlooking monarch 
duties, leaving God in no good feeling to leave the monarch open.
3. Deviating from its original purpose.
4. Misappropriating "my" funding and currencies.

DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF 
MONARCH
 According to the dictionary it is a form of government and politics. 
 The proper purpose of government is as the founding fathers recognized, to 
protect people's inalienable rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness.  The rule of law requires that people should be governed by 
accepted rules rather than by the arbitrary decisions of rulers.  These rules 
should be general and abstract, known and certain, and apply equally to all 
individuals. 
Constitutional governments are based on a previous commitment to freedom 
under the rule of law.  The essential attribute of constitutionalism is a legal 
limitation on government.  Under constitutionalism, rulers are not above the 
law, government power is divided with laws enacted by one body and 
administered by another, and an independent judiciary exists to ensure laws 
are administered objectively.  An efficient and effective constitution allows 
government to function to protect the lives and liberties of citizens without 
violating the rights of some to provide gains to others.  

LEGAL & KNOWLEDGABLE PURPOSE OF 
POLITICS 
- To enable the members of society to collectively achieve important human 
goals, safety, order and welfare of all.

 DEFINITON OF POLITICKING 
- To talk or politick about topics, no change or resolution required. 
- In the Urban Dictionary of Politics it is used in slang or Ebonics as polling, 
chilling, relaxing.  
British monarch including Harry and William, known since trio was a lad 
may have denied ever meeting ruler or God because of a mummy rap non-
medical procedure which changed the structure of my face in the late 
80s-90s.  Some unintentional, because of the sensitive topic of reincarnation, 
even denying future revelations to be revealed or made public like "dream 
weaver  experiment" sessions which led to my ruler/god biological children , 
family and friends living in poverty stricken neighbourhoods some of whom 
were raped, molested  and encouraged by millionaires and celebrities to get 
jobs as ( strippers and porn stars) to seemingly belittle or dishonour the 
king's family friends and legacy, to give  the appearance of being delusional 
etc.
This was dismissed in Mental Health Court after congress sent a statement 
to intentionally adempt me.  Also situations leading to government  not 
having enough funding for society because they were personally  hiding 
government money with government shut downs, six recessions and great  
depression now under the queen and this bitch still doesn’t at least read the 
paper in the morning.
With backing from corrupt Obama's administration whose main agenda was 
to kiss ass for eight years, promising change, living with excuse like, (he 
inherited someone else's problems), illegally  covering up lawsuits by rulers.  
That proved that financing is in the government and  to place one million 
dollars in the hand of the poor was too much caring, change for this coward 
black man for the poor who end up with 40 million dollars after coming in 
the White House with seven hundred , then the policies in the form of a bill 
for him to sign change in the internet to even check old celebrities' worth, 
then detoured the secret service on the block of my job when he was 
supposed to go to court to see the lawsuit, but I am delusional.
American Press is worried about the queen's husband who wants a little 
freedom from wickedness of what Americans think.  A king claiming to 
know kings and queens knows only self proclaimed kings like P. Diddy and 
Jayz, Barack Obama, Kimora Lee Simmons secretly observed by military 
with operations similar to Illuminati operating secretly in cahoots to 
intentionally adempt with acts of greed and hatred with criminal offenses as 
far as trafficking children.  Using preternatural  acts learnt from books they 
never reported moving when entrapping ruler was mentally ill in 2010.

They start by using star power or their celebrity to mislead commoners and 
paupers who were also poverty stricken to get to rulers property through re-
routing finances.  Proven intentionally starting with the excuse "Kevin is 
somebody's son, we know his mother or he did this before or he is a liar.  He 
presented fraudulent, perjured birth certificate after a case # 101396 in civil 
court 2018."  It was proven that Kevin was not born at the hospital.  The 
physician agreed she lied to meet celebrities also another proof was that 
previous court records were removed, some intentionally by secret society 
which used ingenious and fiend ignorance to avoid litigation which left 
judges and law enforcement not looking at proof or totality of the 
circumstances. 

King Ruler God 1900th century 
Records of God
 On record living through reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his 
island Belfour Salt Cay, changing his appearance around the end of 
1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said that people impersonating 
his family tried to kill him.  Some claim he was swallowed by a whale or 
fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged.  Later it was 
learned the criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory 
loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate 
supernatural power.  
At times the young Ruler would be attacked by criminal enterprise and left 
not even remembering how to read or write.  Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950s after criminal enterprise was caught 
stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances was caught selling 
drugs under his name and using his body unbelievable to American police 
and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd's wealth.  
Many adempt attempts and supernatural power, also demonic disowned son 
Shareefe Gilyard and mother.  She and some of the Elam family are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes.  The local police of 
Salt Cay helped prove memory loss with bank account he forgot about 
thinking he was poor but had billions of dollars in accounts in the house.
 Found around 1954-55 out his body as a lost soul the king made the body 
he is in now holding the same body since the 1950s.  Kevin , his name in the 
American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids, family and 
friends holding many names like Sha or Shy Stubbs given to him by a 
family on the island who let him board with them for a little while after a 
demotion .  Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is 
Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a 
version of the Bible with the deed to the world in it.  Albert was a change of 
race for the young ruler, he first naturally changed with a soap that can 
change or lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done 
with my power source and cosmetology.  The change was just my way of 
saying black and white are the same "people" because of the conflict of 
slavery.  Until the 1960's I had white families who took me in like those in 
Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.  
Rick Rubin, the young Gods first business partner,  the cofounder of Def 
Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label .  Rubin 
mentor /consultant to America who started  a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop",  Albert was the body he did a lot of business in at the beginning of 
"Hip Hop" .  Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states 
because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts of hate,  jealousy of 
wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due 
process,  but the money ,knowledge ,work ethic ,writing  and documents 
proved everything to Mr. Rubin.  It was the only way I could prove it after a 
previous ademption and stolen documents.  
Russell Simmons cooperated with a scheme to cover up history and ancient 
facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological 
daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler .  He misled 
the world with fake or staged news reports and photo ops claiming that's his 
daughter leading to him being framed and caught in his current rape scandal 
that was investigated and was found  that Kimora has an  astral body and has 
been caught before in Russell's body .  NYPD, 73pct,69pct,Flatbush pct. and  
Federal system covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of 
Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her celebrity status to frame and entrap the 
innocent,  acting concerned but have other motives.  A lying or misleading 
informant leading to Russell Simmons' current character assassination 
because he lied and said facts were untrue and preternatural can't happen or 
reincarnation is a myth, not mythologically going along with Kimora and 
the  criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he 
had to kick up  much money and wanted out, they publicly assassinated  his 
character and set him up to extortion sometimes they keep him silent  with 
threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as preternatural rape . 
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author "Mr 50million" in just 
3days and Nas, said Hip Hop dead, Lol !  (Luv ya Nasir) was used after 
1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States 
and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his small island .  His currency 
in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been 
misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges .  With no 
resolution politically or from federal system ,not even a thought process for 
governments whose sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for  
better care and upholding the rights of its citizens.  These institutions have 
strayed from their original purpose . 
Bringing the military to conduct a military review before a guaranteed 
economical infusing to the hand of the homeless, poverty stricken , poor and 
deprived.

P.S.A VIDEO COVERAGE OF "AUTOKRATOR" 
POLITICAL ,POVERTY REVIEW.
https://youtu.be/C37gHJ06hw4

Sincerely yours,

R. KEVIN LEE

JAN 21,2019

                 

OLD REP.S AND TESTING PHYSHICIANS 

KEVIN KEVIN G LEE , KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases)

.LIST OF REFERENCES AND PROOF OF PROVING REINCARNATION SINCE 1984 IN US NOW DISCOVERING SOME OF 
MY BIOLOGICAL KIDS WERE INTENTIONAL MISLEAD LYED TO BY PEOPLE IMPERSONATING MY FAMILY . ALSO 
SENSITIVE CASE OF REINCARNATION IN SINCE THE 30'S HAS SOME  PEOPLE BAFFLED MILLENNIAL AND 80'S 
GENERATION ALSO HAVE BEEN LIED TO ABOUT FACT OF REINCARNATION AND CHANGES TO FACIAL STRUCTURE 
PROBABLY 

ADDRESS HE LIVED AT : When the event described in this affidavit took place my address was (since 1984) BEDFORD AVE BK,NY, 42ND ST 
BETWEEN CHURCH AND LINDEN BK NY, 650 MACON BK NY ,628 OSBORN ST BK , NY, 1560 EAST 102 ST BK ,NY , 1331 REMSEN AVE BK , NY ,948 
EAST 85 ST BROOKLYN , NY 125 lenox road bk ny (Before 1984) Turks & Caicos Islands Bel-four Salt cay. (Deprived ,adempt lived in NY shelters) 2402 
ATLANTIC AVE , RWA (BUSH-WICK), 168TH ST NY, NY (Suppressed ,stigmatized ,diagnosed to entrap , living beneath his means sensitive case of 
reincarnation cover up & ignored etc at) KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL , BROOK-DALE HOSPITAL , WOOD HULL HOSPITAL. Residence I lived in 50 nevin st bk 
ny 11217 2nd fl. & 402

References for proof of Reincarnation , Wealth , Military , Historic status
as factual only living God. Please Remind and be clear with all references or reps that your referring to the adempt 
LLOYD, GOD, RULER, Kev or Sha (use address above to
verify the correct Sha or LLoyd), This historic figure family friends ,reps, business associates has been attacked by 
scams ,cons,schemes in all manners. Some references have not been contacted in decades preventatives measures 
taken because of dangerous severity's granted by local police and federal authorities covering up, ignoring, cases & 
reports on preternatural, inherent ,astral body ,secret scientific material now ending mission on preternaturalism by 
Ruler all reps and references await D-Day.

Rulers Legalist & Rep.
Military mentor , Verify Reincarnation & historic figure statusGen. Colin Powell 703-847-6992 
Turks & Caicos Customs  649-231-0092 (Agent and biological cousin) 
Entertainment INVESTMENT Manager Film & TV 310-656-6100 James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc) 
718-612-6109 Fred Coscia (Bo Dididly & Chuck Berry Drummer)
Reincarnation Examiners  Seaview ave 102 st bk ny Doctor Miller (Moved to manhattan 90's did x-ray,cat scan and mri 
other bone test and organ age test) 
James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc)
Dental Examiner Broadway Near Canal Ny NY 
Scientific Proof Medical Scientist Doctor Hirsh (Help explain how spirit hopping (astral or inherent & reincarnation is 
fact scientifically medically to police and judges etc. in court & creating testing on preternatural)
Desk Officer P.O. Long (She holds Drivers License & Documents she remembers as rich kid from bayview lying family 
from tc) 69th precinct bk , NYI
THE COCHRAN FIRMLawyer Jonny Cochran (He represented me for several years)

GENERAL REFERENCE,EXAMINERS
TURKS & CAICOS SALT CAY CLINIC : Tci Police 1(649)338-5901 ABRUBT TESTING FOUND SUSPICIOUS CHEMICALS 
IN A CHILD SYSTEM SIMILAR TO TRANQUILIZER WHO ALSO HAD MANY ABNORMAL OR ADULT ORGANS AND BODY 
PARTS WHEN ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL VANISHED FROM THE HOME THE SAME DAY.

"Fallen" Feature Movie starring "Denzel Washington" : True story's , reports and cases from Royal Commission 
Executioner's preternatural ,inherent missions explained to a generation in disbelief but exceptive because they were 
personally effected by preternaturalism in poverty stricken neighborhoods heavily from the 50's -1991.

"Down to Earth"Feature movie starring "Chris Rock" : A comedic approach bringing closure or understanding on what 
happens to any one forced out their body (outer body experience). A real experience for some celebrity Kimora Lee 
Simmons has been perviously been caught tricking or black mailing people out their body targeting drug 
addicted,homeless shelters, disenfranchised and vulnerable similar to 1980 reports that she even made people sign 
documents to sell their soul . This movie explains astral body and inherent to generations to come.

FACTS,  LAWS ,REFERENCES ON CASE
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the 
supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even by God ... 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.

Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism
https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of 
church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of 
royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his 
right to rule directly from the will of God.

meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", 
beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs only to God.

By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity 
comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician … may perform 
many acts in ways above our knowledge, though not transcending our natural power."

Paranormal:

“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural”

“claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception”

“beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; extrasensory”

“not scientifically explainable; supernatural”

“defies science; against reality”

Supernatural:

“not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material”

“attributed to a power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces”

“attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil”

“preternatural”

“attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings”

“an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; related to the realm of the unexplained”

Preternatural:

“surpassing the ordinary or normal”

“extraordinary”

“transcending the natural or material order; supernatural”

“existing outside of nature”

“another word for supernatural”

1. GOD - supernatural
2. Vampire – preternatural
3. Ghost – paranormal
4. Zombie – preternatural
5. Werewolf – preternatural
6. The Fey – supernatural
7. Alien – supernatural
8. ShapeShifter – preternatural
9. Poltergeist – paranormal
10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond 

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.

§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material.
    A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material 
when,
  with  intent  to  appropriate  to  himself  or another the use of 
secret
  scientific material, and having no right to  do  so  and  no  
reasonable
  ground  to  believe  that  he  has  such  right,  he  makes  a  
tangible
  reproduction or representation of such  secret  scientific  material  
by
  means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or 
electronically
  reproducing or recording such secret scientific material.
    Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.

Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent
Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.

in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/
adjective

1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.

Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences 
that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence 
and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are 
called astral, etheric, or spiritual.

Astral body - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body
Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, 
composed of a subtle material. The concept ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, 
which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.

Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org
https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after 
death. It is made of prana, or life force.

Astral projection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection
Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that 
assumes the existence of a soul or consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and 
capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Remote Viewing And The Lost Plane In Africa
“Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap existed between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research 
efforts, the CIA sponsored discreet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. 
Over the succeeding twenty-three years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively 
involved in paranormal research and operations involving a process known as remote viewing. 
Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence support, served as part of 
overall military and government organizations’ intelligence collection efforts.” 

According to Carter, “the woman went into a trance and gave some latitude and longitude 
figures. We focused our satellite cameras on that point and the plane was there.”  (source)

According to Paul H. Smith, PhD., and one of the participants in the Stargate project (now a retired 
US army major), gives us more detail from his book that is sourced below:

“In March 1979, a young Air Force enlisted woman names Rosemary Smith was handed a map 
of the entire continent of Africa. She was told only that some-time in the past few days a Soviet 
Tu-22 bomber outfitted as a spy plane had crashed somewhere in the continent.  The United 
States desperately wanted to recover the top secret Russian codes and equipment the Tu-22 
carried. Using their remote viewing skills, she pinpointed the wreckage, even though it had been 
completely swallowed by the jungle canopy into which the jet had plunged nose first. 

Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S. Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, 
by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and SRI International (a California contractor) to investigate the potential 
for psychic phenomena in military and domestic intelligence applications. The Project, and its precursors and sister 
projects, originally went by various code names—GONDOLA WISH, GRILL FLAME, CENTER LANE, SUN STREAK, 
SCANATE—until 1991 when they were consolidated and rechristened as "Stargate Project".
Stargate Project work primarily involved remote viewing, the purported ability to psychically "see" events, sites, or 
information from a great distance.[1] The project was overseen until 1987 by Lt. Frederick Holmes "Skip" Atwater, an 
aide and "psychic headhunter" to Maj. Gen. Albert Stubblebine, and later president of the Monroe Institute.[2] The 
unit was small-scale, comprising about 15 to 20 individuals, and was run out of "an old, leaky wooden barracks".[3]
The Stargate Project was terminated and declassified in 1995 after a CIA report concluded that it was never useful in 
any intelligence operation. Information provided by the program was vague and included irrelevant and erroneous 
data, and there was reason to suspect that its project managers had changed the reports so they would fit 
background cues.[4] The program was featured in the 2004 book and 2009 film entitled The Men Who Stare at 
Goats,[5][6][7][8] although neither mentions it by name.

Major breakthrough as scientists confirm out of body experiences are..
https://www.express.co.uk/.../Huge-breakthrough-as-scientists-confirm-out-of -body-experiences-are-REAL
Aug 24, 2016 ... SCIENTISTS have confirmed that out of body experiences are real after placing study participants in a brain 
scanner and making them think
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ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT 
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE, DEPOSE, 

DETHRONE AND RESTRICT CONTINUOS 
UNJUST ACTIONS SINCE THE 1950'S

 1. Cooperation with a con scheme to adempt the king, ruler and God.  
Going as far as using preternatural to cover up and indulge in unjust actions.
 2. Intentional ly and ingeniously implementing laws, acts, status policies, 
rules, procedures, processes etc.  This was proven with the Regency Act of 
1937 which was created intentionally when the queen found a true royal or 
God who had hundreds of trillions on the islands with uncle, father and good 
friends.
The queen denied their dying wishes for the young ruler, the only proven 
living God to receive his land and other royal and business dealings.  The 
queen, using feigned ignorance to cover up facts, moving books and 
documents from the ruler's house where the queen's father and uncle came 
as visitors for the purpose of studying.
Due to the sneaky, secretive nature of the previous women and men in the 
British Monarch, King George V1 and brother kept the young rulers powers 
a secret.  With the queen not of proper age to understand world dealings or 
power sources, she was young and sheltered to facts like most royals or 
celebrity kids and did what she wanted for 50 years; marking 20 government 
shut downs and an obscene poverty rate with no one overlooking monarch 
duties, leaving God in no good feeling to leave the monarch open.
3. Deviating from its original purpose.
4. Misappropriating "my" funding and currencies.

DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF 
MONARCH
 According to the dictionary it is a form of government and politics. 
 The proper purpose of government is as the founding fathers recognized, to 
protect people's inalienable rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness.  The rule of law requires that people should be governed by 
accepted rules rather than by the arbitrary decisions of rulers.  These rules 
should be general and abstract, known and certain, and apply equally to all 
individuals. 
Constitutional governments are based on a previous commitment to freedom 
under the rule of law.  The essential attribute of constitutionalism is a legal 
limitation on government.  Under constitutionalism, rulers are not above the 
law, government power is divided with laws enacted by one body and 
administered by another, and an independent judiciary exists to ensure laws 
are administered objectively.  An efficient and effective constitution allows 
government to function to protect the lives and liberties of citizens without 
violating the rights of some to provide gains to others.  

LEGAL & KNOWLEDGABLE PURPOSE OF 
POLITICS 
- To enable the members of society to collectively achieve important human 
goals, safety, order and welfare of all.

 DEFINITON OF POLITICKING 
- To talk or politick about topics, no change or resolution required. 
- In the Urban Dictionary of Politics it is used in slang or Ebonics as polling, 
chilling, relaxing.  
British monarch including Harry and William, known since trio was a lad 
may have denied ever meeting ruler or God because of a mummy rap non-
medical procedure which changed the structure of my face in the late 
80s-90s.  Some unintentional, because of the sensitive topic of reincarnation, 
even denying future revelations to be revealed or made public like "dream 
weaver  experiment" sessions which led to my ruler/god biological children , 
family and friends living in poverty stricken neighbourhoods some of whom 
were raped, molested  and encouraged by millionaires and celebrities to get 
jobs as ( strippers and porn stars) to seemingly belittle or dishonour the 
king's family friends and legacy, to give  the appearance of being delusional 
etc.
This was dismissed in Mental Health Court after congress sent a statement 
to intentionally adempt me.  Also situations leading to government  not 
having enough funding for society because they were personally  hiding 
government money with government shut downs, six recessions and great  
depression now under the queen and this bitch still doesn’t at least read the 
paper in the morning.
With backing from corrupt Obama's administration whose main agenda was 
to kiss ass for eight years, promising change, living with excuse like, (he 
inherited someone else's problems), illegally  covering up lawsuits by rulers.  
That proved that financing is in the government and  to place one million 
dollars in the hand of the poor was too much caring, change for this coward 
black man for the poor who end up with 40 million dollars after coming in 
the White House with seven hundred , then the policies in the form of a bill 
for him to sign change in the internet to even check old celebrities' worth, 
then detoured the secret service on the block of my job when he was 
supposed to go to court to see the lawsuit, but I am delusional.
American Press is worried about the queen's husband who wants a little 
freedom from wickedness of what Americans think.  A king claiming to 
know kings and queens knows only self proclaimed kings like P. Diddy and 
Jayz, Barack Obama, Kimora Lee Simmons secretly observed by military 
with operations similar to Illuminati operating secretly in cahoots to 
intentionally adempt with acts of greed and hatred with criminal offenses as 
far as trafficking children.  Using preternatural  acts learnt from books they 
never reported moving when entrapping ruler was mentally ill in 2010.

They start by using star power or their celebrity to mislead commoners and 
paupers who were also poverty stricken to get to rulers property through re-
routing finances.  Proven intentionally starting with the excuse "Kevin is 
somebody's son, we know his mother or he did this before or he is a liar.  He 
presented fraudulent, perjured birth certificate after a case # 101396 in civil 
court 2018."  It was proven that Kevin was not born at the hospital.  The 
physician agreed she lied to meet celebrities also another proof was that 
previous court records were removed, some intentionally by secret society 
which used ingenious and fiend ignorance to avoid litigation which left 
judges and law enforcement not looking at proof or totality of the 
circumstances. 

King Ruler God 1900th century 
Records of God
 On record living through reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his 
island Belfour Salt Cay, changing his appearance around the end of 
1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said that people impersonating 
his family tried to kill him.  Some claim he was swallowed by a whale or 
fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged.  Later it was 
learned the criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory 
loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate 
supernatural power.  
At times the young Ruler would be attacked by criminal enterprise and left 
not even remembering how to read or write.  Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950s after criminal enterprise was caught 
stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances was caught selling 
drugs under his name and using his body unbelievable to American police 
and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd's wealth.  
Many adempt attempts and supernatural power, also demonic disowned son 
Shareefe Gilyard and mother.  She and some of the Elam family are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes.  The local police of 
Salt Cay helped prove memory loss with bank account he forgot about 
thinking he was poor but had billions of dollars in accounts in the house.
 Found around 1954-55 out his body as a lost soul the king made the body 
he is in now holding the same body since the 1950s.  Kevin , his name in the 
American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids, family and 
friends holding many names like Sha or Shy Stubbs given to him by a 
family on the island who let him board with them for a little while after a 
demotion .  Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is 
Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a 
version of the Bible with the deed to the world in it.  Albert was a change of 
race for the young ruler, he first naturally changed with a soap that can 
change or lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done 
with my power source and cosmetology.  The change was just my way of 
saying black and white are the same "people" because of the conflict of 
slavery.  Until the 1960's I had white families who took me in like those in 
Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.  
Rick Rubin, the young Gods first business partner,  the cofounder of Def 
Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label .  Rubin 
mentor /consultant to America who started  a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop",  Albert was the body he did a lot of business in at the beginning of 
"Hip Hop" .  Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states 
because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts of hate,  jealousy of 
wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due 
process,  but the money ,knowledge ,work ethic ,writing  and documents 
proved everything to Mr. Rubin.  It was the only way I could prove it after a 
previous ademption and stolen documents.  
Russell Simmons cooperated with a scheme to cover up history and ancient 
facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological 
daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler .  He misled 
the world with fake or staged news reports and photo ops claiming that's his 
daughter leading to him being framed and caught in his current rape scandal 
that was investigated and was found  that Kimora has an  astral body and has 
been caught before in Russell's body .  NYPD, 73pct,69pct,Flatbush pct. and  
Federal system covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of 
Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her celebrity status to frame and entrap the 
innocent,  acting concerned but have other motives.  A lying or misleading 
informant leading to Russell Simmons' current character assassination 
because he lied and said facts were untrue and preternatural can't happen or 
reincarnation is a myth, not mythologically going along with Kimora and 
the  criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he 
had to kick up  much money and wanted out, they publicly assassinated  his 
character and set him up to extortion sometimes they keep him silent  with 
threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as preternatural rape . 
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author "Mr 50million" in just 
3days and Nas, said Hip Hop dead, Lol !  (Luv ya Nasir) was used after 
1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States 
and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his small island .  His currency 
in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been 
misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges .  With no 
resolution politically or from federal system ,not even a thought process for 
governments whose sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for  
better care and upholding the rights of its citizens.  These institutions have 
strayed from their original purpose . 
Bringing the military to conduct a military review before a guaranteed 
economical infusing to the hand of the homeless, poverty stricken , poor and 
deprived.

P.S.A VIDEO COVERAGE OF "AUTOKRATOR" 
POLITICAL ,POVERTY REVIEW.
https://youtu.be/C37gHJ06hw4

Sincerely yours,

R. KEVIN LEE

JAN 21,2019

                 

OLD REP.S AND TESTING PHYSHICIANS 

KEVIN KEVIN G LEE , KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases)

.LIST OF REFERENCES AND PROOF OF PROVING REINCARNATION SINCE 1984 IN US NOW DISCOVERING SOME OF 
MY BIOLOGICAL KIDS WERE INTENTIONAL MISLEAD LYED TO BY PEOPLE IMPERSONATING MY FAMILY . ALSO 
SENSITIVE CASE OF REINCARNATION IN SINCE THE 30'S HAS SOME  PEOPLE BAFFLED MILLENNIAL AND 80'S 
GENERATION ALSO HAVE BEEN LIED TO ABOUT FACT OF REINCARNATION AND CHANGES TO FACIAL STRUCTURE 
PROBABLY 

ADDRESS HE LIVED AT : When the event described in this affidavit took place my address was (since 1984) BEDFORD AVE BK,NY, 42ND ST 
BETWEEN CHURCH AND LINDEN BK NY, 650 MACON BK NY ,628 OSBORN ST BK , NY, 1560 EAST 102 ST BK ,NY , 1331 REMSEN AVE BK , NY ,948 
EAST 85 ST BROOKLYN , NY 125 lenox road bk ny (Before 1984) Turks & Caicos Islands Bel-four Salt cay. (Deprived ,adempt lived in NY shelters) 2402 
ATLANTIC AVE , RWA (BUSH-WICK), 168TH ST NY, NY (Suppressed ,stigmatized ,diagnosed to entrap , living beneath his means sensitive case of 
reincarnation cover up & ignored etc at) KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL , BROOK-DALE HOSPITAL , WOOD HULL HOSPITAL. Residence I lived in 50 nevin st bk 
ny 11217 2nd fl. & 402

References for proof of Reincarnation , Wealth , Military , Historic status
as factual only living God. Please Remind and be clear with all references or reps that your referring to the adempt 
LLOYD, GOD, RULER, Kev or Sha (use address above to
verify the correct Sha or LLoyd), This historic figure family friends ,reps, business associates has been attacked by 
scams ,cons,schemes in all manners. Some references have not been contacted in decades preventatives measures 
taken because of dangerous severity's granted by local police and federal authorities covering up, ignoring, cases & 
reports on preternatural, inherent ,astral body ,secret scientific material now ending mission on preternaturalism by 
Ruler all reps and references await D-Day.

Rulers Legalist & Rep.
Military mentor , Verify Reincarnation & historic figure statusGen. Colin Powell 703-847-6992 
Turks & Caicos Customs  649-231-0092 (Agent and biological cousin) 
Entertainment INVESTMENT Manager Film & TV 310-656-6100 James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc) 
718-612-6109 Fred Coscia (Bo Dididly & Chuck Berry Drummer)
Reincarnation Examiners  Seaview ave 102 st bk ny Doctor Miller (Moved to manhattan 90's did x-ray,cat scan and mri 
other bone test and organ age test) 
James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc)
Dental Examiner Broadway Near Canal Ny NY 
Scientific Proof Medical Scientist Doctor Hirsh (Help explain how spirit hopping (astral or inherent & reincarnation is 
fact scientifically medically to police and judges etc. in court & creating testing on preternatural)
Desk Officer P.O. Long (She holds Drivers License & Documents she remembers as rich kid from bayview lying family 
from tc) 69th precinct bk , NYI
THE COCHRAN FIRMLawyer Jonny Cochran (He represented me for several years)

GENERAL REFERENCE,EXAMINERS
TURKS & CAICOS SALT CAY CLINIC : Tci Police 1(649)338-5901 ABRUBT TESTING FOUND SUSPICIOUS CHEMICALS 
IN A CHILD SYSTEM SIMILAR TO TRANQUILIZER WHO ALSO HAD MANY ABNORMAL OR ADULT ORGANS AND BODY 
PARTS WHEN ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL VANISHED FROM THE HOME THE SAME DAY.

"Fallen" Feature Movie starring "Denzel Washington" : True story's , reports and cases from Royal Commission 
Executioner's preternatural ,inherent missions explained to a generation in disbelief but exceptive because they were 
personally effected by preternaturalism in poverty stricken neighborhoods heavily from the 50's -1991.

"Down to Earth"Feature movie starring "Chris Rock" : A comedic approach bringing closure or understanding on what 
happens to any one forced out their body (outer body experience). A real experience for some celebrity Kimora Lee 
Simmons has been perviously been caught tricking or black mailing people out their body targeting drug 
addicted,homeless shelters, disenfranchised and vulnerable similar to 1980 reports that she even made people sign 
documents to sell their soul . This movie explains astral body and inherent to generations to come.

FACTS,  LAWS ,REFERENCES ON CASE
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the 
supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even by God ... 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.

Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism
https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of 
church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of 
royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his 
right to rule directly from the will of God.

meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", 
beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs only to God.

By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity 
comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician … may perform 
many acts in ways above our knowledge, though not transcending our natural power."

Paranormal:

“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural”

“claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception”

“beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; extrasensory”

“not scientifically explainable; supernatural”

“defies science; against reality”

Supernatural:

“not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material”

“attributed to a power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces”

“attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil”

“preternatural”

“attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings”

“an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; related to the realm of the unexplained”

Preternatural:

“surpassing the ordinary or normal”

“extraordinary”

“transcending the natural or material order; supernatural”

“existing outside of nature”

“another word for supernatural”

1. GOD - supernatural
2. Vampire – preternatural
3. Ghost – paranormal
4. Zombie – preternatural
5. Werewolf – preternatural
6. The Fey – supernatural
7. Alien – supernatural
8. ShapeShifter – preternatural
9. Poltergeist – paranormal
10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond 

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.

§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material.
    A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material 
when,
  with  intent  to  appropriate  to  himself  or another the use of 
secret
  scientific material, and having no right to  do  so  and  no  
reasonable
  ground  to  believe  that  he  has  such  right,  he  makes  a  
tangible
  reproduction or representation of such  secret  scientific  material  
by
  means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or 
electronically
  reproducing or recording such secret scientific material.
    Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.

Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent
Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.

in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/
adjective

1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.

Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences 
that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence 
and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are 
called astral, etheric, or spiritual.

Astral body - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body
Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, 
composed of a subtle material. The concept ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, 
which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.

Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org
https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after 
death. It is made of prana, or life force.

Astral projection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection
Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that 
assumes the existence of a soul or consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and 
capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Remote Viewing And The Lost Plane In Africa
“Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap existed between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research 
efforts, the CIA sponsored discreet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. 
Over the succeeding twenty-three years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively 
involved in paranormal research and operations involving a process known as remote viewing. 
Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence support, served as part of 
overall military and government organizations’ intelligence collection efforts.” 

According to Carter, “the woman went into a trance and gave some latitude and longitude 
figures. We focused our satellite cameras on that point and the plane was there.”  (source)

According to Paul H. Smith, PhD., and one of the participants in the Stargate project (now a retired 
US army major), gives us more detail from his book that is sourced below:

“In March 1979, a young Air Force enlisted woman names Rosemary Smith was handed a map 
of the entire continent of Africa. She was told only that some-time in the past few days a Soviet 
Tu-22 bomber outfitted as a spy plane had crashed somewhere in the continent.  The United 
States desperately wanted to recover the top secret Russian codes and equipment the Tu-22 
carried. Using their remote viewing skills, she pinpointed the wreckage, even though it had been 
completely swallowed by the jungle canopy into which the jet had plunged nose first. 

Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S. Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, 
by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and SRI International (a California contractor) to investigate the potential 
for psychic phenomena in military and domestic intelligence applications. The Project, and its precursors and sister 
projects, originally went by various code names—GONDOLA WISH, GRILL FLAME, CENTER LANE, SUN STREAK, 
SCANATE—until 1991 when they were consolidated and rechristened as "Stargate Project".
Stargate Project work primarily involved remote viewing, the purported ability to psychically "see" events, sites, or 
information from a great distance.[1] The project was overseen until 1987 by Lt. Frederick Holmes "Skip" Atwater, an 
aide and "psychic headhunter" to Maj. Gen. Albert Stubblebine, and later president of the Monroe Institute.[2] The 
unit was small-scale, comprising about 15 to 20 individuals, and was run out of "an old, leaky wooden barracks".[3]
The Stargate Project was terminated and declassified in 1995 after a CIA report concluded that it was never useful in 
any intelligence operation. Information provided by the program was vague and included irrelevant and erroneous 
data, and there was reason to suspect that its project managers had changed the reports so they would fit 
background cues.[4] The program was featured in the 2004 book and 2009 film entitled The Men Who Stare at 
Goats,[5][6][7][8] although neither mentions it by name.

Major breakthrough as scientists confirm out of body experiences are..
https://www.express.co.uk/.../Huge-breakthrough-as-scientists-confirm-out-of -body-experiences-are-REAL
Aug 24, 2016 ... SCIENTISTS have confirmed that out of body experiences are real after placing study participants in a brain 
scanner and making them think
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ACTIONS THAT MUST BE CARRIED OUT 
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE, DEPOSE, 

DETHRONE AND RESTRICT CONTINUOS 
UNJUST ACTIONS SINCE THE 1950'S

 1. Cooperation with a con scheme to adempt the king, ruler and God.  
Going as far as using preternatural to cover up and indulge in unjust actions.
 2. Intentional ly and ingeniously implementing laws, acts, status policies, 
rules, procedures, processes etc.  This was proven with the Regency Act of 
1937 which was created intentionally when the queen found a true royal or 
God who had hundreds of trillions on the islands with uncle, father and good 
friends.
The queen denied their dying wishes for the young ruler, the only proven 
living God to receive his land and other royal and business dealings.  The 
queen, using feigned ignorance to cover up facts, moving books and 
documents from the ruler's house where the queen's father and uncle came 
as visitors for the purpose of studying.
Due to the sneaky, secretive nature of the previous women and men in the 
British Monarch, King George V1 and brother kept the young rulers powers 
a secret.  With the queen not of proper age to understand world dealings or 
power sources, she was young and sheltered to facts like most royals or 
celebrity kids and did what she wanted for 50 years; marking 20 government 
shut downs and an obscene poverty rate with no one overlooking monarch 
duties, leaving God in no good feeling to leave the monarch open.
3. Deviating from its original purpose.
4. Misappropriating "my" funding and currencies.

DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF 
MONARCH
 According to the dictionary it is a form of government and politics. 
 The proper purpose of government is as the founding fathers recognized, to 
protect people's inalienable rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness.  The rule of law requires that people should be governed by 
accepted rules rather than by the arbitrary decisions of rulers.  These rules 
should be general and abstract, known and certain, and apply equally to all 
individuals. 
Constitutional governments are based on a previous commitment to freedom 
under the rule of law.  The essential attribute of constitutionalism is a legal 
limitation on government.  Under constitutionalism, rulers are not above the 
law, government power is divided with laws enacted by one body and 
administered by another, and an independent judiciary exists to ensure laws 
are administered objectively.  An efficient and effective constitution allows 
government to function to protect the lives and liberties of citizens without 
violating the rights of some to provide gains to others.  

LEGAL & KNOWLEDGABLE PURPOSE OF 
POLITICS 
- To enable the members of society to collectively achieve important human 
goals, safety, order and welfare of all.

 DEFINITON OF POLITICKING 
- To talk or politick about topics, no change or resolution required. 
- In the Urban Dictionary of Politics it is used in slang or Ebonics as polling, 
chilling, relaxing.  
British monarch including Harry and William, known since trio was a lad 
may have denied ever meeting ruler or God because of a mummy rap non-
medical procedure which changed the structure of my face in the late 
80s-90s.  Some unintentional, because of the sensitive topic of reincarnation, 
even denying future revelations to be revealed or made public like "dream 
weaver  experiment" sessions which led to my ruler/god biological children , 
family and friends living in poverty stricken neighbourhoods some of whom 
were raped, molested  and encouraged by millionaires and celebrities to get 
jobs as ( strippers and porn stars) to seemingly belittle or dishonour the 
king's family friends and legacy, to give  the appearance of being delusional 
etc.
This was dismissed in Mental Health Court after congress sent a statement 
to intentionally adempt me.  Also situations leading to government  not 
having enough funding for society because they were personally  hiding 
government money with government shut downs, six recessions and great  
depression now under the queen and this bitch still doesn’t at least read the 
paper in the morning.
With backing from corrupt Obama's administration whose main agenda was 
to kiss ass for eight years, promising change, living with excuse like, (he 
inherited someone else's problems), illegally  covering up lawsuits by rulers.  
That proved that financing is in the government and  to place one million 
dollars in the hand of the poor was too much caring, change for this coward 
black man for the poor who end up with 40 million dollars after coming in 
the White House with seven hundred , then the policies in the form of a bill 
for him to sign change in the internet to even check old celebrities' worth, 
then detoured the secret service on the block of my job when he was 
supposed to go to court to see the lawsuit, but I am delusional.
American Press is worried about the queen's husband who wants a little 
freedom from wickedness of what Americans think.  A king claiming to 
know kings and queens knows only self proclaimed kings like P. Diddy and 
Jayz, Barack Obama, Kimora Lee Simmons secretly observed by military 
with operations similar to Illuminati operating secretly in cahoots to 
intentionally adempt with acts of greed and hatred with criminal offenses as 
far as trafficking children.  Using preternatural  acts learnt from books they 
never reported moving when entrapping ruler was mentally ill in 2010.

They start by using star power or their celebrity to mislead commoners and 
paupers who were also poverty stricken to get to rulers property through re-
routing finances.  Proven intentionally starting with the excuse "Kevin is 
somebody's son, we know his mother or he did this before or he is a liar.  He 
presented fraudulent, perjured birth certificate after a case # 101396 in civil 
court 2018."  It was proven that Kevin was not born at the hospital.  The 
physician agreed she lied to meet celebrities also another proof was that 
previous court records were removed, some intentionally by secret society 
which used ingenious and fiend ignorance to avoid litigation which left 
judges and law enforcement not looking at proof or totality of the 
circumstances. 

King Ruler God 1900th century 
Records of God
 On record living through reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his 
island Belfour Salt Cay, changing his appearance around the end of 
1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said that people impersonating 
his family tried to kill him.  Some claim he was swallowed by a whale or 
fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged.  Later it was 
learned the criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory 
loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate 
supernatural power.  
At times the young Ruler would be attacked by criminal enterprise and left 
not even remembering how to read or write.  Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950s after criminal enterprise was caught 
stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances was caught selling 
drugs under his name and using his body unbelievable to American police 
and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd's wealth.  
Many adempt attempts and supernatural power, also demonic disowned son 
Shareefe Gilyard and mother.  She and some of the Elam family are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes.  The local police of 
Salt Cay helped prove memory loss with bank account he forgot about 
thinking he was poor but had billions of dollars in accounts in the house.
 Found around 1954-55 out his body as a lost soul the king made the body 
he is in now holding the same body since the 1950s.  Kevin , his name in the 
American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids, family and 
friends holding many names like Sha or Shy Stubbs given to him by a 
family on the island who let him board with them for a little while after a 
demotion .  Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is 
Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a 
version of the Bible with the deed to the world in it.  Albert was a change of 
race for the young ruler, he first naturally changed with a soap that can 
change or lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done 
with my power source and cosmetology.  The change was just my way of 
saying black and white are the same "people" because of the conflict of 
slavery.  Until the 1960's I had white families who took me in like those in 
Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.  
Rick Rubin, the young Gods first business partner,  the cofounder of Def 
Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label .  Rubin 
mentor /consultant to America who started  a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop",  Albert was the body he did a lot of business in at the beginning of 
"Hip Hop" .  Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states 
because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts of hate,  jealousy of 
wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due 
process,  but the money ,knowledge ,work ethic ,writing  and documents 
proved everything to Mr. Rubin.  It was the only way I could prove it after a 
previous ademption and stolen documents.  
Russell Simmons cooperated with a scheme to cover up history and ancient 
facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological 
daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler .  He misled 
the world with fake or staged news reports and photo ops claiming that's his 
daughter leading to him being framed and caught in his current rape scandal 
that was investigated and was found  that Kimora has an  astral body and has 
been caught before in Russell's body .  NYPD, 73pct,69pct,Flatbush pct. and  
Federal system covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of 
Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her celebrity status to frame and entrap the 
innocent,  acting concerned but have other motives.  A lying or misleading 
informant leading to Russell Simmons' current character assassination 
because he lied and said facts were untrue and preternatural can't happen or 
reincarnation is a myth, not mythologically going along with Kimora and 
the  criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he 
had to kick up  much money and wanted out, they publicly assassinated  his 
character and set him up to extortion sometimes they keep him silent  with 
threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as preternatural rape . 
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author "Mr 50million" in just 
3days and Nas, said Hip Hop dead, Lol !  (Luv ya Nasir) was used after 
1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States 
and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his small island .  His currency 
in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been 
misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges .  With no 
resolution politically or from federal system ,not even a thought process for 
governments whose sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for  
better care and upholding the rights of its citizens.  These institutions have 
strayed from their original purpose . 
Bringing the military to conduct a military review before a guaranteed 
economical infusing to the hand of the homeless, poverty stricken , poor and 
deprived.

P.S.A VIDEO COVERAGE OF "AUTOKRATOR" 
POLITICAL ,POVERTY REVIEW.
https://youtu.be/C37gHJ06hw4

Sincerely yours,

R. KEVIN LEE

JAN 21,2019

                 

OLD REP.S AND TESTING PHYSHICIANS 

KEVIN KEVIN G LEE , KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases)

.LIST OF REFERENCES AND PROOF OF PROVING REINCARNATION SINCE 1984 IN US NOW DISCOVERING SOME OF 
MY BIOLOGICAL KIDS WERE INTENTIONAL MISLEAD LYED TO BY PEOPLE IMPERSONATING MY FAMILY . ALSO 
SENSITIVE CASE OF REINCARNATION IN SINCE THE 30'S HAS SOME  PEOPLE BAFFLED MILLENNIAL AND 80'S 
GENERATION ALSO HAVE BEEN LIED TO ABOUT FACT OF REINCARNATION AND CHANGES TO FACIAL STRUCTURE 
PROBABLY 

ADDRESS HE LIVED AT : When the event described in this affidavit took place my address was (since 1984) BEDFORD AVE BK,NY, 42ND ST 
BETWEEN CHURCH AND LINDEN BK NY, 650 MACON BK NY ,628 OSBORN ST BK , NY, 1560 EAST 102 ST BK ,NY , 1331 REMSEN AVE BK , NY ,948 
EAST 85 ST BROOKLYN , NY 125 lenox road bk ny (Before 1984) Turks & Caicos Islands Bel-four Salt cay. (Deprived ,adempt lived in NY shelters) 2402 
ATLANTIC AVE , RWA (BUSH-WICK), 168TH ST NY, NY (Suppressed ,stigmatized ,diagnosed to entrap , living beneath his means sensitive case of 
reincarnation cover up & ignored etc at) KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL , BROOK-DALE HOSPITAL , WOOD HULL HOSPITAL. Residence I lived in 50 nevin st bk 
ny 11217 2nd fl. & 402

References for proof of Reincarnation , Wealth , Military , Historic status
as factual only living God. Please Remind and be clear with all references or reps that your referring to the adempt 
LLOYD, GOD, RULER, Kev or Sha (use address above to
verify the correct Sha or LLoyd), This historic figure family friends ,reps, business associates has been attacked by 
scams ,cons,schemes in all manners. Some references have not been contacted in decades preventatives measures 
taken because of dangerous severity's granted by local police and federal authorities covering up, ignoring, cases & 
reports on preternatural, inherent ,astral body ,secret scientific material now ending mission on preternaturalism by 
Ruler all reps and references await D-Day.

Rulers Legalist & Rep.
Military mentor , Verify Reincarnation & historic figure statusGen. Colin Powell 703-847-6992 
Turks & Caicos Customs  649-231-0092 (Agent and biological cousin) 
Entertainment INVESTMENT Manager Film & TV 310-656-6100 James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc) 
718-612-6109 Fred Coscia (Bo Dididly & Chuck Berry Drummer)
Reincarnation Examiners  Seaview ave 102 st bk ny Doctor Miller (Moved to manhattan 90's did x-ray,cat scan and mri 
other bone test and organ age test) 
James Cameron (Film Director TiTANIC etc)
Dental Examiner Broadway Near Canal Ny NY 
Scientific Proof Medical Scientist Doctor Hirsh (Help explain how spirit hopping (astral or inherent & reincarnation is 
fact scientifically medically to police and judges etc. in court & creating testing on preternatural)
Desk Officer P.O. Long (She holds Drivers License & Documents she remembers as rich kid from bayview lying family 
from tc) 69th precinct bk , NYI
THE COCHRAN FIRMLawyer Jonny Cochran (He represented me for several years)

GENERAL REFERENCE,EXAMINERS
TURKS & CAICOS SALT CAY CLINIC : Tci Police 1(649)338-5901 ABRUBT TESTING FOUND SUSPICIOUS CHEMICALS 
IN A CHILD SYSTEM SIMILAR TO TRANQUILIZER WHO ALSO HAD MANY ABNORMAL OR ADULT ORGANS AND BODY 
PARTS WHEN ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL VANISHED FROM THE HOME THE SAME DAY.

"Fallen" Feature Movie starring "Denzel Washington" : True story's , reports and cases from Royal Commission 
Executioner's preternatural ,inherent missions explained to a generation in disbelief but exceptive because they were 
personally effected by preternaturalism in poverty stricken neighborhoods heavily from the 50's -1991.

"Down to Earth"Feature movie starring "Chris Rock" : A comedic approach bringing closure or understanding on what 
happens to any one forced out their body (outer body experience). A real experience for some celebrity Kimora Lee 
Simmons has been perviously been caught tricking or black mailing people out their body targeting drug 
addicted,homeless shelters, disenfranchised and vulnerable similar to 1980 reports that she even made people sign 
documents to sell their soul . This movie explains astral body and inherent to generations to come.

FACTS,  LAWS ,REFERENCES ON CASE
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the 
supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even by God ... 
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.

Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism
https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of 
church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of 
royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his 
right to rule directly from the will of God.

meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ...
https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", 
beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs only to God.

By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity 
comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician … may perform 
many acts in ways above our knowledge, though not transcending our natural power."

Paranormal:

“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural”

“claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception”

“beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; extrasensory”

“not scientifically explainable; supernatural”

“defies science; against reality”

Supernatural:

“not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material”

“attributed to a power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces”

“attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil”

“preternatural”

“attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings”

“an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; related to the realm of the unexplained”

Preternatural:

“surpassing the ordinary or normal”

“extraordinary”

“transcending the natural or material order; supernatural”

“existing outside of nature”

“another word for supernatural”

1. GOD - supernatural
2. Vampire – preternatural
3. Ghost – paranormal
4. Zombie – preternatural
5. Werewolf – preternatural
6. The Fey – supernatural
7. Alien – supernatural
8. ShapeShifter – preternatural
9. Poltergeist – paranormal
10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond 

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.

§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material.
    A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material 
when,
  with  intent  to  appropriate  to  himself  or another the use of 
secret
  scientific material, and having no right to  do  so  and  no  
reasonable
  ground  to  believe  that  he  has  such  right,  he  makes  a  
tangible
  reproduction or representation of such  secret  scientific  material  
by
  means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or 
electronically
  reproducing or recording such secret scientific material.
    Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.

Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent
Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.

in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/
adjective

1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.

Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences 
that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence 
and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are 
called astral, etheric, or spiritual.

Astral body - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body
Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, 
composed of a subtle material. The concept ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, 
which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.

Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org
https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after 
death. It is made of prana, or life force.

Astral projection - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection
Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that 
assumes the existence of a soul or consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and 
capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Remote Viewing And The Lost Plane In Africa
“Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap existed between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research 
efforts, the CIA sponsored discreet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. 
Over the succeeding twenty-three years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively 
involved in paranormal research and operations involving a process known as remote viewing. 
Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence support, served as part of 
overall military and government organizations’ intelligence collection efforts.” 

According to Carter, “the woman went into a trance and gave some latitude and longitude 
figures. We focused our satellite cameras on that point and the plane was there.”  (source)

According to Paul H. Smith, PhD., and one of the participants in the Stargate project (now a retired 
US army major), gives us more detail from his book that is sourced below:

“In March 1979, a young Air Force enlisted woman names Rosemary Smith was handed a map 
of the entire continent of Africa. She was told only that some-time in the past few days a Soviet 
Tu-22 bomber outfitted as a spy plane had crashed somewhere in the continent.  The United 
States desperately wanted to recover the top secret Russian codes and equipment the Tu-22 
carried. Using their remote viewing skills, she pinpointed the wreckage, even though it had been 
completely swallowed by the jungle canopy into which the jet had plunged nose first. 

Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S. Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, 
by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and SRI International (a California contractor) to investigate the potential 
for psychic phenomena in military and domestic intelligence applications. The Project, and its precursors and sister 
projects, originally went by various code names—GONDOLA WISH, GRILL FLAME, CENTER LANE, SUN STREAK, 
SCANATE—until 1991 when they were consolidated and rechristened as "Stargate Project".
Stargate Project work primarily involved remote viewing, the purported ability to psychically "see" events, sites, or 
information from a great distance.[1] The project was overseen until 1987 by Lt. Frederick Holmes "Skip" Atwater, an 
aide and "psychic headhunter" to Maj. Gen. Albert Stubblebine, and later president of the Monroe Institute.[2] The 
unit was small-scale, comprising about 15 to 20 individuals, and was run out of "an old, leaky wooden barracks".[3]
The Stargate Project was terminated and declassified in 1995 after a CIA report concluded that it was never useful in 
any intelligence operation. Information provided by the program was vague and included irrelevant and erroneous 
data, and there was reason to suspect that its project managers had changed the reports so they would fit 
background cues.[4] The program was featured in the 2004 book and 2009 film entitled The Men Who Stare at 
Goats,[5][6][7][8] although neither mentions it by name.

Major breakthrough as scientists confirm out of body experiences are..
https://www.express.co.uk/.../Huge-breakthrough-as-scientists-confirm-out-of -body-experiences-are-REAL
Aug 24, 2016 ... SCIENTISTS have confirmed that out of body experiences are real after placing study participants in a brain 
scanner and making them think
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